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Define CodeLab 
Macro Development Tutorial

This document details the steps required to write and compile a macro for your Zen series 
controller using the Define CodeLab application. CodeLab uses the BASIC programming lan-
guage, and is compatible with the Windows operating systems. The application can be down-
loaded from www.defineinstruments.com/codelab.

For the best experience of this tutorial we recommend that you work through the lessons 
in order, beginning with our 'Getting Started' section and progressing through the Basic, 
Intermediate, and Advanced Lessons.
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1 GETTING STARTED

1.1 - Introduction

Purpose of this Manual

This document details the steps required to write and compile a macro for your Zen series 
controller using Define CodeLab.

CodeLab uses the BASIC programming language and can be downloaded free from our web-
site at www.defineinstruments.com/codelab. The lessons begin with simple macro instruc-
tions and progress to more complicated macro instructions.

1.2 - Installing Define CodeLab

Define CodeLab is compatible with Windows PC's only, and has been developed for use on 
Windows XP–Windows 10. Compatibility with other Windows versions is not guaranteed.

A Download the latest version of CodeLab from www.defineinstruments.com/codelab

B Double-click on the .exe install file. 

Depending on your computer's se-
curity settings, you may see one or 
more security warnings.

Click 'Yes' or 'Run' to continue.

These warnings appear because Define 
Instruments is not a Microsoft verified 
software publisher. It is completely safe 
to run CodeLab Setup on your PC.

C The CodeLab setup wizard 
will launch, and you will 
be prompted to select an 
installation folder.

You may accept the default 
installation folder, or select 
an alternative location by 
clicking 'Browse'.

Click 'Next' to continue.

http://www.defineinstruments.com/codelab
http://www.defineinstruments.com/codelab
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D The setup wizard will then 
ask whether you would like 
to create a desktop shortcut 
for CodeLab. This is option-
al, but recommended.

Tick 'Create a desktop short-
cut' if required, and then 
click 'Next'.

E A confirmation screen will 
appear. To install CodeLab, 
click 'Install'.

A progress bar will appear 
as the program is installed. 
This is normally very quick 
(under a minute) however 
it may take longer in some 
situations.

F When the installation has 
successfully completed, the 
following dialog will appear.

Click 'Finish' to exit.

CodeLab will launch 
immediately, unless you 
first uncheck the 'Launch 
CodeLab' checkbox.
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A Main menu bar
B Standard New, Open, Save buttons
C Undo typing button
D Erase macro button
E Compile macro button
F Open/Close port button
G Download macro button
H Start/Stop macro button
I Source code editor

J Switch between functional and 
alphabetical list view

K Controller type indication
L Predefined variables tree view window
M Message window
N Watch window
O Status bar
P Right-click on a variable in the tree view 

for helpful extras

1.3 - Getting Started

Launching the CodeLab program

To launch Define CodeLab, double-click the CodeLab icon on your desktop (if 
you ticked the 'Create a desktop shortcut' in 1.2D). Or go to your start menu 
and find CodeLab in the list of recently installed programs.

The CodeLab Working Screen
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1.4 - The CodeLab Toolbox

Creating a New Macro

A Right-click in the line you want the 
main macro to appear in the Source 
Code Editor.

B Select main_macro from the drop 
down box of macro templates.

The editor will insert the main_macro 
definition, as well as an end (of macro) 
command, as shown below.

TIP

Using the source code templates and predefined commands in the drop down list 
ensures that the template or predefined command definition is entered correctly, 
and will not generate an error.

Editing Macros

To add an IF ELSE ENDIF command to the main_macro, do the following:

A Position the cursor where you want the command to appear, and then right-click.

B Select the command you require from the list of command templates.

The editor inserts the framework of the selected command (IF ELSE ENDIF in this case, 
as shown below).
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To add SP1 as a predefined variable to the framework of the IF ELSE ENDIF command:

A Position the cursor between the IF and THEN in the Source Code Editor.

B In the Predefined Variables Tree View, scroll down the list and double-click SP1.

|SP1 will be inserted into line 2 be-
tween IF and THEN.

Correcting Code Errors

If there is an error in your source code, a Crit-
ical Error Message will display on the screen 
when you click the Compile button.

This informs you that there is a compiler er-
ror in the macro, and indicates which line the 
error is on.

After pressing the OK button, the line where 
an error is detected is highlighted. You will 
also see a brief explanation of the error in 
the Messages window.

Correct the error and try compiling again. If 
there was more than one error, another criti-
cal error message is displayed and the next 
error in line is highlighted.

Keep correcting until all errors have been 
corrected. All errors must be corrected be-
fore the macro will compile.
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Syntax Variations

The text used to compile the macro code in the Source Code Editor is automatically formatted 
by the program when it recognizes certain names or symbols.

For example, the default text color is yellow, and anything typed into the Source Code Editor 
window begins as this. As soon as the program recognizes a key word, macro label, or any of 
the other syntax variations, it changes the text color to suit, as shown below.

NOTE

Predefined macro names, labels, commands and reserved words can be all upper 
case, or all lower case. For example, MAIN_MACRO: and main_macro: are both 
acceptable, but Main_Macro: is not.
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2 BASIC LESSONS

2.1 - The Main Macro

Connect to the Meter

Before attempting this lesson, connect the Zen controller to the PC and establish communica-
tions. The easiest way to do this is to use the programming port on the Zen and connect it to 
your PC via a Define Instruments Bridge Key.

The Main Macro

The main macro is a small program that is run repeatedly by the Zen controller 10 or 100 times 
per second, depending on how the unit has been configured. Now let’s write a very simple 
program in the main macro to print out the text "Hello World" on serial port 2 of the Zen 
controller. Type the following in the source code editor:

MAIN_MACRO:

PRINT 2 "Hello World"
END

You will notice that as you type, the code editor highlights your code in different colors based 
on your Syntax Highlighting preferences (see 1.4).

Predefined Macro Names

The first line of this macro is the macro name. It tells CodeLab that you want to place the 
following source code in the MAIN_MACRO area. The : (colon) is required to tell the compiler 
that this is a label as opposed to a register or a variable, which we will explain later on. There 
are a number of pre-defined macro names that exist in the Zen controller, and they can all 
be edited for a particular application. Each macro name can only be declared once in each 
program.

NOTE

Predefined macro names, labels, commands and reserved words can be all upper 
case, or all lower case. For example, MAIN_MACRO: and main_macro: are both 
acceptable, but Main_Macro: is not.

See Appendix A for a full list of predefined macro names.
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The Print Command

The PRINT command tells the Zen controller to send the text enclosed in quotation marks 
to one of the Zen's serial ports. (The command PRINT is a keyword and cannot be used to 
describe a variable or constant - see Appendix A for a full list of keywords.)

The number 2 after the PRINT command specifies that we want to send this text to serial port 
2, which is the RS232/RS485 serial port on the Zen.

So in the sample code provided in Main Macro above, the text Hello World would be sent 
out of serial port 2.

End Instruction

The last line defines the end of the main 
macro. The word END signals the macro en-
gine to stop executing macro code instruc-
tions and pass control back to the operating 
system of the Zen controller.

Each macro must have at least one END 
instruction to stop executing the macro, 
though some macros may have more than 
one END instruction.

Testing the Macro

Before we can test our first macro we need to add a few lines to it, in order to configure serial 
port 2 so that it is operating in the correct mode and at the required baudrate. We will do this 
by using the MEM statement as shown below:

1 MEM &SERIAL_MODE2=2
2 MEM &BAUDRATE2=2

MAIN_MACRO:

PRINT 2 "Hello World"
END

Line 1 of the macro above starts with the word MEM. This is a reserved word which tells the 
compiler that the following macro code is a configuration command, as opposed to a run time 
command. This means that it is only sent to the Zen controller during a macro download, and 
is not executed by the macro engine during run time. (See 3.11 (Presetting Registers) for more 
information on the MEM command.)

After the MEM statement you will see &SERIAL_MODE2=2.  The & symbol tells the compiler 
that SERIAL_MODE2 is a predefined register in the Zen controller, and the =2 says that we 
want to set this register to a value of 2.

NOTE
When editing macros using 
the drop-down list, the macro 
template labels are shown in 
capitals in the Source Code Editor 
and the pre-defined commands in 
capitals and in bold.
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So in line 1 we are configuring serial port 2, (which is the RS232/RS485 port), to operate in 
mode 2 (which is the macro master mode). In line 2 we are setting the baudrate parameters 
of port 2 to a value of 2 (which equates to 9600 baud, 8 data bits, no parity). 

In order to test what’s happening on serial port 2 of the Zen, you will need to connect this 
to your PC via either an RS232 or RS485 adapter. We recommend the Multicom from Define 
Instruments.

You will also need to use a third party terminal program to monitor the serial communica-
tions. One such program is Docklight, which can be downloaded at http://docklight.de/

Now let’s try compiling and downloading this macro to your Zen:

A Click on the Compile button.

B When the compiler has successfully compiled the program, an Information dialog box 
appears and informs you that the macro was compiled successfully. Click the OK button.

C If there is an error in the macro, an error dialog box appears, informing you which line 
is in error. An error message in the message window provides a brief description of the 
error. Click the OK button to accept this. The error must be corrected before moving on.

D If there are no errors, click the Download button. Note that downloading may take a 
while on larger programs.

NOTE
While downloading macros, the performance of other serial ports is degraded.
We recommend that you remove other active serial connections to your Zen 
controller during the download process in applications were this could cause 
disruption to other equipment.

E When it has finished downloading, make sure your PC is connected to serial port 2 and 
your terminal program is running on the appropriate serial PC com port at 9600, N, 8.

If everything is correct, you should see the text "Hello World" appear on the display of 
your terminal program, repeating this sequence over and over very quickly.

(If you don’t see anything on your terminal program, check your cabling and the setup 
of your terminal program. Make sure flow control is turned off.)

Congratulations! You have just written your first macro.

A text string of to 255 characters can be used in place of "Hello World". This may contain 
letters, numbers, and standard symbols (except the ‘~’ tilde symbol, which is a special symbol 
used by the macro in text strings).

http://docklight.de/
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Adding Comments to a Program

The example below shows a modified version of our first macro:

1 MEM &SERIAL_MODE2=2  // Set serial port 2 into macro master mode

 MEM &BAUDRATE2=2   // Set baudrate to 9600,8,N

MAIN_MACRO:

PRINT 2 "Hello World"  // Send text to serial port 2

END

Notice the two forward strokes // (solidus symbols) on line 1 after the MEM instruction, fol-
lowed by some more text. When the compiler sees the two forward strokes it ignores every-
thing on that line past that point. This is used to insert comments into your macro source code 
to explain what the macro is doing.

It is always a good idea to include comments in your code. It helps you and others to under-
stand your code at a later date. A // comment can follow a command or be on a separate 
line.

If you have a comment that you want to be particularly noticeable, you could use a solid line 
of stars (or another character) to indicate a division, provided it is preceded by //:

// ****************************************************************

At the beginning of a line you can also use the REM command to start a comment:

REM Hello_World.bas
REM
REM last revision 2016 August 23

2.2 - The IF THEN Command

Adding a Conditional Test

Now let’s try something more useful. Suppose we only wanted to print a message when a 
particular event or condition is true. Let’s assume that our Zen controller has been configured 
to monitor the fluid level in a tank in gallons. We could write a macro that prints a warning 
message when the tank reaches 1000 gallons.
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It could look like this:

 MEM &SERIAL_MODE2=2  // set serial port 2 into macro master mode

 MEM &BAUDRATE2=2   // set baudrate to 9600,8,N

MAIN_MACRO:

4 IF &CH1 = 1000 THEN  // if Channel1 = 1000 then

 PRINT 2 "Warning – tank is Full" // send text to comm 2
ENDIF
END

In line 4, we have used an IF THEN com-
mand that works as follows. If the condition 
after the IF instruction is true, THEN all of 
the instructions up to the ENDIF instruction 
are executed. If the condition after the IF 
instruction is false, then the next instruction 
after the ENDIF is executed.

The ampersand symbol & in line 4 tells the 
compiler that the word CH1 is a predefined 
register that, in this case, contains the nu-
merical value that is currently being read 
from our tank sensor.

If the compiler cannot find this register in its 
list of predefined registers (or if the name is 
misspelled), it produces an error message in 
the Status Bar at the bottom of the Source Code Editor window during compiling.

When the macro runs this code, it looks at the current value of channel 1, and if it equals 1000, 
it prints the message "Warning – tank is Full" from serial port 2.

This macro would work well if the tank stopped filling at exactly 1000 gallons, but what if it 
stopped at 1001 gallons or just kept on filling? Our warning might never be seen. We could 
easily change this macro to solve this problem:

MAIN_MACRO:

4 IF &CH1 >= 1000 THEN  // if Channel1 is >= 1000 then

 PRINT 2 "Warning – tank is Full" // send text to comm 2
ENDIF
END

NOTE
Notice that we have indented 
the line containing the PRINT 2 
command by 2 spaces from the IF 
THEN command in the line above.

This is not mandatory, but it helps 
to make your code easier to read 
and makes it easier to see which 
ENDIF belongs to which IF THEN.

This will become more obvious 
later on when we look at more 
complicated macros. You can use 
spaces or tabs to index text.
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Operators

In line 4 of the example above, the equals sign operator = has been changed to a greater 
than or equals sign operator >=. Now the message would keep on scrolling if the tank level 
is greater than or equal to 1000 gallons. Here is a list of different operators that can be used 
with the IF THEN instruction.

= If equal to.

< If less than.

> If greater than.

>= If greater than or equal to.

<= If less than or equal to.

<> or != If not equal to.

2.3 - The IF THEN ELSE Command

Let’s expand on our previous macro to include two messages instead of one. We could do this 
by using an IF THEN ELSE command, as follows:

MAIN_MACRO:

2 IF &CH1 >= 1000 THEN
 PRINT 2 "Warning – tank is Full"

4 ELSE
 PRINT 2 "Tank is still filling"
ENDIF
END

Adding a Second Condition

The first three lines of this macro are identical to our previous macro, but in line 4, we have 
added an ELSE instruction. Now, if the condition in line 2 is true, all the code up to the ELSE 
instruction is executed, and then the next instruction after the ENDIF is executed. In our 
simple macro, we only have one command (i.e. the PRINT command) between the IF THEN 
test and the ELSE, but we could have many more commands, including more IF THEN ELSE  
ENDIF commands. Later, in 2.6, we discuss nested IF THEN commands in more detail.

If the condition in line 2 is false, then all the instructions between the ELSE and the ENDIF 
instructions are executed. Once again, we could have more than one command between the 
ELSE and the ENDIF instruction.
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2.4 - The IF THEN ELSIF Command

We could add more conditions to our macro by using the IF THEN ELSIF command:

MAIN_MACRO:

2 IF &CH1 > 1050 THEN
3  PRINT 2 "Warning – tank is about to over " + \
4 "flow!"

5 ELSIF &CH1 >= 1000 THEN
 PRINT 2 "Tank is Full"
ELSE
 PRINT 2 "Tank is still filling"
ENDIF
END

Multiple Test Conditions

The macro above functions in a similar way to our previous macro, except that now we have 
two test conditions. If the condition in line 2 is true, then all the code up to the ELSIF instruc-
tion is executed, and then the next instruction after the ENDIF is executed. If the condition 
in line 2 is false and the condition in line 5 is true all the code up to the ELSE instruction is 
executed, and then the next instruction after the ENDIF is executed.

If the conditions in lines 2 and 5 are both false, then all the commands between the ELSE and 
the ENDIF instructions are executed.

In this example we have only used one ELSIF instruction, but we could have any number of 
ELSIFs, one after the other. The only conditions are that all ELSIF instructions must come 
after an IF THEN and all of the ELSIFs must be placed before an ELSE command. The ELSE 
command is optional, so you could have only an IF THEN instruction followed by one (or 
more) ELSIF instructions, and then the ENDIF instruction. If you do use the ELSE instruc-
tion, then it must be used last, just before the ENDIF.

NOTE
At the end of line 3 you’ll notice the symbols + \ after the text string, followed 
by some more text on line 4.

The + symbol can be used with the PRINT command to tell the compiler that there 
is more text to be added to this string (also see 4.1 (Special String Characters)).
The \ symbol can be used with long command lines to make the code easier to 
read. It simply tells the compiler that there is more information for this command 
on the next line. Use of the \ symbol is optional. The compiler still works with long 
command lines, but you will have to scroll to the right to view all of the text. The \ 
symbol can be used as many times as you require in a single command. 
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2.5 - Registers and Bit Flags

Predefined Variables

In our previous macros we have used a pre-defined register called &CH1, which contains a 
numerical value corresponding to the reading on the front of the Zen controller. The unit 
contains several thousand predefined registers, but for most macros you will only need a small 
number of these.

In the pre-defined variables window, you will see a list of the available pre-defined registers 
laid out in a tree view style menu. Each predefined register holds data relating to a different 
function in the Zen controller. The size of the pre-defined registers vary between 8-bits, 16-
bits, and 32-bits, and the format of the data might be in fixed point or floating point. For most 
macros you don’t have to worry about this, because the macro engine in the Zen knows how 
to handle each predefined register.

You will have to know a little about which registers to use in a macro. To help you with 
this, you can read a brief explanation about each predefined register by right-clicking on the 
register name in the tree view register list in the predefined variables window, and selecting 
'What's This?'

For more information on program navigation, see Section 1 (Getting Started).

Inserting Predefined Registers

As stated earlier, every time you use a pre-defined register you must put an ampersand & in 
front of the register name to tell the compiler that this is a predefined register.

A quick way to insert a pre-defined register label into your program is to set the cursor to the 
position in the source code editor window where you want to insert the register name. Then 
find the register name in the list and double-click on it. It is automatically inserted into your 
source code with an & in front of it.

TIP

All predefined registers in CodeLab are shown in upper case.

Predefined Bit Flags

As you look down the list of pre-defined registers you will also see some pre-defined bit flags 
(see the tree view legend). These are similar to pre-defined registers. The only difference is 
that these are only one bit wide, meaning that their data range is only from 0 to 1, or ‘OFF’ 
and ‘ON’.

They are usually associated with digital input pins, front panel buttons, relays, etc. Let’s re-
write the macro we used in 2.4 using setpoints instead of checking the level ourselves. We will 
assume that setpoint 1 has been programmed to 1050 for the overflow level, and setpoint 2 
to 1000 for the full level.
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This is how it looks:

MAIN_MACRO:

2 IF |SP1 = ON THEN // if setpoint 1 has activated
3  PRINT 2  "Warning – tank is about to over " +\

   "flow!"

5 ELSIF |SP2 = ON THEN // if setpoint 2 has activated
 PRINT 2 "Tank is Full"
ELSE
 PRINT 2 "Tank is still filling"
ENDIF
END

You will see that only lines 2 and 5 have changed. In line 2, we are testing the bit flag |SP1 
to see if it is ON or OFF. The ‘|’ symbol tells the compiler that |SP1 is a bit flag that has only 
two possible states, ON or OFF. |SP1 is a flag that shows the status of setpoint 1. If it is ON it 
means that setpoint 1 has been activated. A similar test is done in line 5 but this time on |SP2, 
which is the status flag for setpoint 2.

Functionally our new macro is the same as the one we wrote in 2.4, however, it has a few 
advantages in practice. If the tank levels need to be changed in the 2.4 macro, then the macro 
needs to be rewritten. With our new macro, the setpoints can be easily changed using our 
Define WorkBench configuration tool, and our macro still works correctly. Also, now we have 
2 relays switching at these levels that could be used to turn off a valve or start up a pump, etc.

In most cases, bit flags are only tested for two possible states, ON or OFF. However, some bit 
flags have a third special state called NORMAL. This is used with bit flags that are normally 
controlled by the Zen, but can also be used in a remote mode. For example, in the previous 
macro, we are only testing the bit flag |SP1. The flag itself is controlled by the Zen being set 
or cleared, depending on the input signal, the value of the setpoint, etc. So we would only 
need to test this flag for an ON or an OFF state. This is the normal mode of operation.

However, in some macros it might be necessary for the macro to take control of a particular 
setpoint, (either continuously, or for a short period), as follows:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF &CH1 > 1050 THEN
 PRINT 2 "Turning pump on"

4  |SP1 = ON   // macro takes control of SP1 and turns it on

 ELSE
6  |SP1 = NORMAL  // returns control of SP1 to setpoint logic

ENDIF
END
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In line 4, the instruction |SP1 = ON tells the compiler to put setpoint 1 into the remote mode 
and turn it on. In this mode, the setpoint logic in the Zen controller no longer has any control 
over the setpoint and it remains on until the macro changes.

In line 6, the instruction |SP1 = NORMAL tells the compiler to put setpoint 1 back into the 
normal mode of operation, where the setpoint is controlled by setpoint logic in the Zen.

This special case applies to |SP1 to |SP16.

Well that’s all there is to the IF THEN type command. Of course, in practice you will probably 
find that there is more code between each of the tests. 

2.6 - Nested IF THEN Commands

Often you will also need to test more than one condition before doing a certain task. The way 
that CodeLab does this is by allowing multiple IF THEN commands.

These are referred to as nested IF THEN commands. Let’s have a look at how this works:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF |SP1 = ON THEN    // if setpoint 1 is activated and

 IF |SP3 = ON THEN   // if setpoint 3 is activated and

  IF |SP4 = OFF THEN // if setpoint 4 is de-activated

   PRINT 2  "Warning – tank is about to over flow!"
  ELSE
   PRINT 2 "Sorry, but you’ve got a big mess to clean up!"
  ENDIF
 ENDIF
ELSIF |SP2 = ON THEN   // if setpoint 2 is activated

 PRINT 2 "Tank is Full"
ELSE
 PRINT 2 "Tank is still filling"
ENDIF
END

In the macro above, the text "Warning – tank is about to over flow!" is only 
printed if setpoint 1 is ON and setpoint 3 is ON and setpoint 4 is OFF.

The text "Sorry, but you’ve got a big mess to clean up!" is only printed if 
setpoint 1 is ON and setpoint 3 is ON and setpoint 4 is ON.

The logic for nested IF THEN commands is exactly the same as the previous lessons. You can 
use ELSIF and ELSE with nested IF THEN commands provided that you keep to the same 
rules mentioned in 2.2–2.4.
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The main thing to remember is that for each IF THEN command, you must have an ENDIF 
instruction. If a condition is true, then the code under that condition is executed up until the 
next ELSIF, ELSE, or ENDIF instruction. If you try to compile a macro that has an unequal 
number of IF THEN and ENDIF instructions, the compiler displays an error.

Define CodeLab has some handy features to ensure that you always have the right number of 
ENDIFs. When you want to insert a new IF THEN command:

A Position the cursor where you want the command to start.

B Right-click. This brings up a selection of templates.

C Left-click on the command you want and the editor inserts it into your code along with 
the ENDIF command. Now all you need to do is fill in the blanks.

If you use this feature each time you start a new command, you won’t have the problem of 
inadvertently forgetting an ENDIF command.

2.7 - Multiple Conditions

In 2.6, we explained how nested IF THEN commands can be used to test for several condi-
tions. Unfortunately, this tends to become hard to follow.
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Have a look at the following main macro:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF |SP1 = on THEN    // if setpoint 1 is activated and

 IF |SP3 = ON THEN   // if setpoint 3 is activated and

  IF |SP4 = OFF THEN  // if setpoint 4 is deactivated

   PRINT 2 "Over flow!"
  ENDIF
  // or if capture pin is connected to common

  IF |DI_A = ON THEN
   PRINT 2 "Over flow!"
  ENDIF
 ENDIF
ENDIF
END

In this macro, it doesn't matter if setpoint 4 is deactivated or if the DI_A digital input pin is 
activated; in either case the overflow message is written. But this is not obvious.

With newer compiler versions you can test for multiple conditions. Single conditions can be 
logically combined using AND, OR, and parentheses. So we can now rewrite the above macro 
to look like this:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF |SP1 = ON AND |SP3 = ON AND (|SP4 = OFF OR |DI_A = ON) THEN
 PRINT 2 "Over flow!"
ENDIF
END

This is much simpler to read, and we have achieved the same result with only one IF THEN 
command, which says:

IF |SP1 and |SP3 are both ON, and IF |SP4 = OFF or the |CAPTURE_PIN is ON,
then prints the message "Over flow!".

CAUTION
AND and OR coincide with the logical bit operators. Therefore, logical bit opera-
tions have to be put inside parentheses in conditions. See 4.3 (Logical Operators).
MAIN_MACRO:
IF (&CH1 AND 0x00000001) = 0 THEN

// Channel1 value is even
ENDIF
END
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2.8 - User Defined Variables

Often when writing a macro you will find that you need somewhere to temporarily store a 
data value so that you can use it later in your macro. In CodeLab these are called user defined 
variables. When you define one of these variables, CodeLab reserves some memory in RAM 
to store your data. You can define a variable using any name you wish provided it is not a 
keyword (see Appendix A for a list of keywords).

Your name can include letters, numbers, and underscores, provided the first character in the 
name is always a letter.

User defined variables are prefixed with a pound sign '#' or percent sign '%' depending on 
what type of variable you need. The '#' indicates that your variable is a fixed-point number, 
meaning that it can contain any integer between –2147483648 and 2147483647.

The '%' indicates that your variable is a single precision floating point number between 
+/- 1.175494e-38 and +/-3.402823e+38.

Let’s write a simple macro that uses both predefined registers and user defined variables:

MAIN_MACRO:

2 #myResult = &CH1+&CH2   //define a variable called myResult

3 IF #myResult < 10000 THEN  // test myResult

4  PRINT 2 "Tank is still filling"
ELSE
 PRINT 2 "Tank is Full"
ENDIF
END

In line 2, we have generated a variable called myResult and because we only want an 
integer result, we have placed a # symbol in front of it. We have then made the variable 
#myResult equal to the sum of the two predefined registers &CH1 and &CH2 (which hap-
pen to be channel 1 and channel 2 data registers respectively).

Then, in line 3 we are testing the variable #myResult with an IF THEN instruction in the 
same way that we did earlier on with predefined registers.

In fact, once you have defined a variable, you can use it in the same way as a predefined 
register, provided you always add the appropriate prefix ('#' or '%').

All user defined variables are case sensitive. You can include up to 20 different integer vari-
ables and up to 16 different floating point variables in your macro. If you try to use more than 
this, you will generate a compiler error.

An important point to note is that you must always define a variable as equal to some value 
before you use it in an expression or as part of a conditional instruction.
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Try compiling the following macro:

MAIN_MACRO:

2 &CH1 = #myResult+&CH2

IF #myResult < 10000 THEN
 PRINT 2 "Tank is still filling"
ELSE
 PRINT 2 "Tank is Full"
ENDIF
#myResult = &CH3+&CH2

END

You will find that the compiler comes up with an error in line 2. That’s because CodeLab is a 
single pass compiler and when it gets to line 2 it hasn’t allocated the name #myResult to a 
memory location yet, so it doesn’t recognize it. The next lesson looks at the RESET_MACRO 
which should solve this problem.

TIP

All predefined registers in CodeLab are shown in upper case.

It can be useful to adopt the habit of using Camel Case (i.e. myResult) for user 
defined variables to differentiate them from predefined variables.

2.9 - The Reset Macro

All of the macros we have looked at so far have been written for the MAIN_MACRO. The 
MAIN_MACRO is run (or called) repeatedly by the Zen controller, 10 or 100 times a second, 
depending on how the unit has been set up.

Now we’ll look at a different macro area called the RESET_MACRO. This macro is only run 
once when the Zen controller is first turned on. Its purpose is to initialize any registers or vari-
ables at power-up so that the Zen and its macros always start operating from a known state.

Let’s take the second macro from 2.8 and include a RESET_MACRO to define the variable 
#myResult as being equal to 0 initially.

RESET_MACRO:

#myResult = 0 // define a variable called myResult

END

Macro continued on next page...
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MAIN_MACRO:

&CH1 = #myResult+&CH2

IF #myResult < 10000 THEN
 PRINT 2 "Tank is still filling"
ELSE
 PRINT 2 "Tank is Full"
ENDIF
#myResult = &CH3+&CH2

END

The macro will now compile without errors. Remember that you need to define your variables 
before you use them in an equation or test, so the RESET_MACRO should be placed before 
any other macros in your file.

The only difference between the RESET_MACRO and the MAIN_MACRO is when it is run by 
the Zen controller. Apart from that, they are both capable of executing the same commands.

2.10 - User Defined Bit Variables

In 2.8, we introduced user defined variables for integer and floating point values. But in many 
applications you only want to store whether a condition is met or not (or in terms of program-
ming languages, whether it is true or false). You could use an integer variable and set it to 1 
or 0 respectively. This would work out fine for macros where you don't need many variables. 
But you would also use up a 32-bit register to store a single bit.

The simple solution for this problem is User Defined Bit Variables. User defined bit variables 
are prefixed with a '|' (just like bit registers), and have the same restrictions to their name 
as user defined variables: any mixture of letters, numbers, and underscores, provided the first 
character in the name is always a letter. The allowed values are on or true and off or false.

RESET_MACRO:

// initialize bit variables

|OPERATION_COMPLETE = false

|INPUT_AT_RESET = off

6 IF |DI_A = on THEN
7  |INPUT_AT_RESET = on

8 ENDIF
|SP1 = off

END

Macro continued on next page...
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MAIN_MACRO:

IF &CH1 < 0 AND (|DI_B = off OR |DI_C = off) THEN
 |OPERATION_COMPLETE = true

ENDIF
IF |OPERATION_COMPLETE = true THEN
 PRINT 2 "Operation complete"

17  IF |INPUT_AT_RESET = on THEN
18   |SP1 = on

29  ENDIF
ENDIF
END

In lines 6–8 above, the value of a bit register is stored in a bit variable and its value is restored 
in lines 17–19. As this is rather common, CodeLab allows you to equate one bit variable to 
another one. For example:

RESET_MACRO:

// initialize bit variables

|OPERATION_COMPLETE = false

4 |INPUT_AT_RESET = |off

|SP1 = off

END

MAIN_MACRO:

IF &CH1 < 0 AND (|DI_B = off OR |DI_C = off) THEN
 |OPERATION_COMPLETE = true

ENDIF
IF |OPERATION_COMPLETE = true THEN
 PRINT 2 "Operation complete"

14  |SP1 = |INPUT_AT_RESET

ENDIF
END

In lines 4 and 14 we have replaced other IF THEN commands with a line | which simply makes 
one bit variable equal to another one.

CAUTION
You may include up to 32 different bit variables in your macro that will actually 
use up a single integer variable.
Trying to use more than this will generate a compiler error.
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2.11 - Constant Values
Most macros include numbers in the source code. These numbers are referred to as constants 
because once the source code is compiled, their value does not change. Constants may form 
part of an IF THEN command or they may be part of a mathematical equation. It is quite 
common to use the same constant value several times in different parts of the macro.
Let's look at the following macro:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF &TIMER1 > 8 * 60 * 60 * 10 THEN   //8 hour timeout

 PRINT 2 "Maximum runtime exceeded"
ELSIF &TIMER2 > 24 * 60 * 60 * 10 THEN  //24 hour timeout

 PRINT 2 "Shut down meter"
ENDIF
END

In this macro, the timeouts for &TIMER1 and &TIMER2 are measured in hours, but because 
these timers count in 0.1 second steps, an 8 hour time period is shown as 8 (hrs) x 60 (mins) x 
60 (secs) x 10 (0.1 secs).

For testing the macro, you would not want to wait for these long timeouts. You could change 
both timeout values, and then change them back after you have finished testing. This would 
be fine if you only had two values to change, however if you are using the same timers many 
times over, this method will quickly become very laborious. It is also possible that you could 
miss one, creating a bug in your macro which will not be detected during testing.

User defined constants allow you to associate a constant number value (integer or floating 
point) with a name which can be used in its place. The name has no prefix and can be any 
combination of letters, numbers, and underscores, provided the first character in the name is 
always a letter. The definition can be inside or outside a macro. So let's see what we have to 
change for testing:

1 // CONST Time_unit = 60 * 60 * 10 // 1 hour

2 CONST Time_unit = 60 * 10   // 1 minute – only for testing

3 CONST MaxRunTime = 8 * Time_unit
4 CONST MaxOperationTime = 24 * Time_unit

MAIN_MACRO:

IF &TIMER1 > MaxRunTime THEN //8 hour timeout
 PRINT 2 "Maximum runtime exceeded"
ELSIF &TIMER2 > MaxOperationTime THEN //24 hour timeout
 PRINT 2 "Shut down meter"
ENDIF
END
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User defined constants can be used just like the number value they are associated with, even 
in calculations. In the macro above you will see in line 2 the constant Time_unit is defined 
as 60 x 10 (or 1 minute) for testing purposes only. Then in lines 3 and 4 the constants 
MaxRunTime and MaxOperationTime both use the constant Time_unit as part of their 
calculations.

When you have finished your testing, just remove the '//' marks at the beginning of line 1 
and delete (or comment out) line 2. Re-compile the macro and now you can be sure that all 
references in your macro to these times will be correct.

Constants can also be used to make your code more readable. In Lesson 21, we will show you 
how to use constants to define different operating states of a macro instead of just using 
numbers.

Note that if you define a constant as the result of a calculation the value will be calculated 
only once at compile time. 

2.12 - Basic Math Operators and Number Formats

Most of the macros we have written up until now have been designed to print text to the 
serial port when a certain condition is satisfied.

Another powerful feature of the macro engine is the ability to apply a mathematical equation 
to your input data and print a more meaningful result. You can use any of the following basic 
math operators in your macro (You can also use higher math operators, but we’ll discuss these 
later in Lesson 31):

+ Addition

- Subtraction

* Multiplication

/ Division

( ) Parentheses

^ Power of

All of these operators require two operands. For example, we could write a macro like this:

MAIN_MACRO:

2 #COMPENSATION = (&CH2 + &CH3) * 0.1234

IF #COMPENSATION < 10000 THEN
 &AUX1 = &CH1 * (#COMPENSATION – 10000)/10000

ELSE
 &AUX1 = &CH1 ^ #COMPENSATION

ENDIF
END

In line 2, we have defined the variable #COMPENSATION to be equal to the sum of &CH2 plus 
&CH3, times 0.1234. The parenthesis tells the compiler to add &CH2 and &CH3 first, and then 
multiply the sum by 0.1234.
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Up to 10 levels of parenthesis can be used, depending on the complexity of the equations 
within the parenthesis.

The line under ELSE makes &RESULT equal to &AUX1 to the power of the variable 
#COMPENSATION.

Notice also how we have multiplied the sum of &CH2 + &CH3 by a floating point num-
ber (0.1234) in line 2, but we have defined #COMPENSATION as an integer with the '#' 
symbol. This is quite acceptable, as the macro engine automatically converts the result from 
a floating point format to an integer format (fixed point) before saving it in the variable 
#COMPENSATION. Of course, in doing this, any fractional part of the result is lost, but for our 
macro, this is not important.

To retain the fractional part as well, all you would need to do is define #COMPENSATION as 
%COMPENSATION instead.

Numeric Constants

In CodeLab, numeric constants can be entered in several different ways. A number by itself, or 
with a decimal point, will be interpreted as a decimal number. A number with a '0x' in front 
of it will be interpreted as a base 16 hexadecimal number. Numbers can also be entered with 
an exponent. Here are some examples:

56 Decimal integer

0153 Octal (base 8)

0x3C Hexadecimal (base 16)

0xa6 Hexadecimal (base 16)

1.234 Decimal floating point

0.03693E12 Decimal with exponent

1.572e-8 Decimal with exponent

Decimal numbers that are integers can be in the range of –2147483648 to 2147483647. 
Decimal numbers that contain a fractional part can be in the range of +/-1.175494E-38 
to +/- 3.402823E+38.

Hexadecimal numbers can be in the range of 0x0 to 0xFFFFFFFF.
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3 INTERMEDIATE LESSONS

3.1 - Nonvolatile User Memory

In our previous macro in 2.12, we defined a variable called #COMPENSATION. All user defined 
variables defined with the "#" symbol are stored in RAM, which means that their contents are 
lost when the Zen controller is switched off.

In our previous macro #COMPENSATION is written to by the macro and updated continually. 
We could also use the  RESET_MACRO to set #COMPENSATION to a predefined value each 
time the unit is turned on. This might be OK for some applications, but for many this would 
be a nuisance.

To solve this problem, the Zen controller includes a 
bank of pre-defined registers that retain their con-
tents, even when the unit is switched off (i.e. non-
volatile registers).

If you look down the tree view list of predefined vari-
ables, you will see User at the bottom of the tree. 
Click on the [+] sign beside User. This opens a sub-
set list with Memory at the top of the list. Clicking on 
the [+] sign beside Memory opens up another sub-
menu which shows 16bit or 8bit.

The Zen controller allows you to access the non-
volatile user memory space as either 8bit unsigned 
or 16bit signed registers. Based on your application, 
you will need to decide what type of user memory 
you require for each non-volatile parameter.

In some cases an unsigned 8bit register will be ad-
equate, giving you a data range from 0–255. In other

User memory 
sub-sets

cases you may require a signed 16bit register giving you a data range from –32768 to +32767.

There are up to 1024 16bit registers or up to 2048 8bit registers available for data storage, 
setup information, or tables. However, due to the fact that the Zen controller only has lim-
ited resources, the 8 bit registers overlap the 16 bit registers. So, for example, &USER_
MEMORY_1 uses the same physical memory space as &USER_MEMORY_BYTE_1 and &USER_
MEMORY_BYTE_2, so  care must be taken not to overwrite data.

It is recommended that you create sections in your macro so that you control this. For exam-
ple, configure all of your 16bit registers to use &USER_MEMORY_1 to &USER_MEMORY_512, 
and then use &USER_MEMORY_BYTE_1026 to &USER_MEMORY_BYTE_2048 for your 8bit 
registers.
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You can read and write to a user memory as many times as you like. So that means you could 
use a user memory as part of a calculation or as part of a lookup table, as many times as you 
like.

Refer to 4.17 (Data Logging) for further changes regarding the user memories.

3.2 - Redefining Register Names

Sometimes it may be more convenient to give pre-defined registers different names that re-
late directly to an application. For example, channel 1 of our Zen controller might be measur-
ing pressure, channel 2 might be measuring flow rate, and channel 3 temperature. Or maybe 
you’re using a large number of user memories and it’s hard to remember what the function 
of each one is.

CodeLab allows you to re-assign new names to pre-defined registers and bit flags. For example:

1 REG &pressure=&CH1    // redefine &CH1 as &pressure

REG &flowRate=&CH2     // redefine &CH2 as &flowrate

REG &temperature=&CH3    // redefine &CH3 as &temperature

4 BIT |overflow=|DI_A    // redefine |DI_A as |overflow

MAIN_MACRO:

IF &pressure > 1000 THEN
 PRINT 2 "Pressure too high!"
ENDIF
IF &flowRate > 10 THEN
 PRINT 2 "Flow rate too high!"
ENDIF
IF &temperature > 100 THEN
 PRINT 2 "Temperature too high!"
ENDIF
IF |overflow=TRUE THEN
 PRINT 2 "Overflow warning!"
ENDIF
END

In line 1, you will see the word REG, followed by &pressure=&CH1. This tells the compiler to 
substitute the register &CH1, whenever it sees the register called &pressure.

Similarly, on line 4 the word BIT followed by |overflow = |DI_A tells the compiler to sub-
stitute the bit flag |DI_A, whenever it sees the flag |overflow.

Note that in order for the compiler to recognize your register names, you must position the 
re-definitions before the point in your program where you use the new register names.
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3.3 - The SELECT CASE Statement

All of the macros we have looked at so far have used the IF THEN or ELSIF command 
to conditionally test registers and variables. Another useful command is the SELECT CASE 
statement. It is particularly useful, and more efficient, for programs that test the same register 
or variable for many different values. Let’s have a look at how it is used:

1 SELECT &STATE     // test &STATE

 CASE 1:      // if STATE = 1 then

  PRINT 2 "Gain"   // this prints Gain to the serial port

 CASE 2:      // if STATE = 2 then

  PRINT 2 "Mode"   // this prints Mode to the serial port

 CASE 3:      // if STATE = 3 then

  PRINT 2 "Cal"   // this prints Cal to the serial port

 DEFAULT:
  &STATE = 0

ENDSEL

Line 1 has the command SELECT &STATE. This means that we are going to test the pre-
defined register &STATE for each of the different cases shown between the SELECT and 
ENDSEL instructions. (The ENDSEL instruction specifies where the SELECT command finishes 
in much the same way as the ENDIF instruction sets the end of an IF THEN ELSIF group.)

The next line reads CASE 1: which means that the macro tests &STATE to see if it equals 1. 
If &STATE equals 1, all of the commands under CASE 1: are executed, until the next CASE, 
DEFAULT, or ENDSEL instruction is encountered. It then starts executing the next line of code 
after the ENDSEL instruction.

If &STATE is not equal to 1, it drops down to the next CASE instruction, which is CASE 2:. 
The macro tests &STATE to see if it equals 2, and so on. Each CASE statement is tested until 
one of them is found to be true.

If none of the CASE statements are true, the DEFAULT case can be used to execute some 
task for all other values of &STATE that have not been tested in the case statements above. 
The DEFAULT case is optional, but if it is used, it must be used last, after all the other CASE 
statements. If all of the cases tested are false, and the DEFAULT case is not used, then the next 
instruction after the ENDSEL command is executed.

In some programs you might want to execute the same commands for several different cases. 
You can do this with one CASE statement as follows:

CASE 1, 5, 6, 10:   // if STATE = 1,5,6 or 10 then
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In 2.11 (Constant Values), we looked at the use of constant names instead of numbers. It is 
often helpful to replace case numbers in select case statements with more meaningful names. 
For example:

CONST OPERATE = 0
CONST EDIT_GAIN = 1
CONST EDIT_MODE = 2
CONST EDIT_CAL = 3

SELECT &STATE
 CASE EDIT_GAIN
  PRINT 2 "Gain"
 CASE EDIT_MODE
  PRINT 2 "Mode"
 CASE EDIT_CAL
  PRINT 2 "Cal"
 DEFAULT:
  &STATE = OPERATE

ENDSEL

3.4 -  The GOSUB Command

Often you will find that the same block of instructions need to be executed several times over, 
from different parts of your program. You could copy these blocks into your code in the ap-
propriate places, but this is not very efficient. It also means if you need to change something 
in the block, you will need to change it everywhere you have copied it as well.

CodeLab has a command called GOSUB that allows you to write the block once, and then call 
it from anywhere in the program as many times as you want. This block of code is normally 
referred to as a subroutine, hence the name GOSUB (i.e. GO to SUBroutine). The following 
example shows how it works:

RESET_MACRO:

#TEMP = 0

END 

MAIN_MACRO:

#TEMP = &CH1

7 GOSUB CHECK_RANGE
&CH1 = #TEMP

Macro continued on next page...
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#TEMP = &CH2

GOSUB CHECK_RANGE
&CH2 = #TEMP

#TEMP = &CH3

GOSUB CHECK_RANGE
&CH3 = #TEMP

#TEMP = &CH4

GOSUB CHECK_RANGE
&CH4 = #TEMP

END

CHECK_RANGE:

// Subroutine to check range

24 IF #TEMP > 10000 THEN
25  #TEMP = 10000

26 ELSIF #TEMP < 0 THEN
27  #TEMP = 0

28 ENDIF
RETURN

If you look at the bottom of the macro, you will find the subroutine and a line that reads 
CHECK_RANGE:. The : after the label CHECK_RANGE tells the compiler that this is an address 
label. The compiler now knows that any reference to CHECK_RANGE means that it has to go 
to this point in your program.

The next five lines (lines 24 to 28) form a simple test to check the range of a variable called 
#TEMP and limit its range. The last line of the subroutine contains the command RETURN. This 
signals the end of the subroutine and tells the macro to jump back to the point at which the 
subroutine was called and start executing the next instruction from there.

In the second line of the MAIN_MACRO (line 7) you will see the command GOSUB CHECK_
RANGE. This causes the macro to jump, from where it is, to the point in the program where 
the label CHECK_RANGE is placed, and then start executing the next instruction from there.

Before the macro jumps to CHECK_RANGE, it first saves the place where it is so that it knows 
where to come back to when it executes the RETURN instruction.

Nested Subroutines

A subroutine can be called as many times as you like in your program. You can also have as 
many subroutines as you like in one program. You can even call one subroutine from inside 
another subroutine. In CodeLab, this is called a nested subroutine. The only restriction is that 
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you cannot use nested subroutines of more than 4 levels deep, but in practice this is seldom 
a problem.

NOTE
Never place a subroutine inside another macro section.

Subroutines can be placed at the beginning or end of your program, or in between 
other macro sections. Every subroutine must have a RETURN command at the end.

3.5 - The REPEAT UNTIL Loop

Sometimes it is necessary to repeat a block of instructions a number of times, but the number 
of repeats is not constant. To do this, CodeLab includes the REPEAT UNTIL loop, which 
repeats a block of instructions until a certain condition is true.

To show this in an example, let's assume we need to calculate the result of channel 1 to the 
power of channel 2. (In 2.12 (Basic Math Operators and Number Formats) you will find that 
there is a special instruction that does X^Y, but here we will do it the long way).

MAIN_MACRO:

2 #TEMP = 10

3 &AUX1 = &CH1

REPEAT
 IF &AUX1 > 10000 THEN
  PRINT 2 "Over Range"
  #TEMP = 1

 ELSE
  &AUX1 = &AUX1 * &CH1

  #TEMP = #TEMP – 1

 ENDIF
UNTIL #TEMP <= 1
END

In line 2, a variable called #TEMP is loaded with a value of 10. In line 3, the register 
&AUX1 is loaded with the value of &CH1. The next line contains the instruction REPEAT. This 
just tells the compiler where to start repeating instructions from. The next few lines test the 
value of &AUX1 and print an over range warning if it is too large to be multiplied by &CH1.

If the value of &AUX1 is inside the acceptable range, &AUX1 is multiplied by &CH1, and the 
variable #TEMP is decremented by 1 count. A few lines further down is the instruction UNTIL 
#TEMP <= 1. The UNTIL instruction tells the compiler that it needs to test the following 
condition and jump back to the REPEAT instruction if it is false.
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In this case, the macro checks the value of #TEMP and jumps back to the REPEAT instruction 
if it is greater than 1. If it is less than or equal to 1, it exits the REPEAT UNTIL loop and starts 
executing the next line after the UNTIL instruction.

Notice that each time the value of &AUX1 is multiplied by &CH1, the value of #TEMP is 
decremented, so the value of #TEMP always starts to decrease towards 1. If the value of 
&AUX1 is too large, then #TEMP is also set to 1. This means our program always exits the loop, 
regardless of the starting value of &CH1.

CAUTION
It is very important with REPEAT UNTIL loops that you do not to allow the 
program to get into an endless loop, or a loop that is too long.
If you do, the overall performance of the Zen controller becomes slow and errat-
ic. It may even appear to freeze or lock up if your macro enters an endless loop.

With REPEAT UNTIL loops, the loop is always executed at least once, because the UNTIL 
condition is only executed at the end of the loop. In the next lesson we will look at the FOR 
NEXT loop, which checks the conditions at the beginning of the loop.

3.6 - The FOR NEXT Loop

Another variation on the REPEAT UNTIL loop is the FOR NEXT loop. Once again it is used to 
repeat a block of instructions a number of times, but there are some subtle differences. Let’s 
have a look at an example:

MAIN_MACRO:

&AUX1 = &CH1

3 FOR #TEMP = 10 TO 1 STEP -1
 IF &AUX1 > 10000 THEN
  PRINT 2 "Over Range"
  #TEMP = 1

 ELSE
  &AUX1 = &AUX1 * &CH1

 ENDIF
NEXT #TEMP
END

The first difference you will notice, is that we don’t need to use a separate line to load the 
variable #TEMP with 10, as we did in 3.5. This is done for us automatically in the instruction 
on line 3 FOR #TEMP = 10 TO 1 STEP –1. The FOR #TEMP = 10 tells the compiler to 
initially load #TEMP with a starting value of 10.
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The next part of the instruction is TO 1 STEP –1. This tells the compiler that each time the 
macro goes through the loop, it needs to subtract 1 (STEP –1) from #TEMP until it equals 1 
(TO 1). Because we want #TEMP to decrease in value, we wrote STEP –1. We would write 
STEP 22 if we wanted the value to increase by 22 each time it went through the loop. The 
STEP instruction is optional; If you omit it, the compiler will default to STEP 1.

Near the end of the macro you will see the instruction NEXT #TEMP. The commands between 
the FOR instruction and the NEXT instruction are executed as normal. Then, when the instruc-
tion NEXT #TEMP is executed, the value of #TEMP is decremented and, if it is not equal to 1, 
the macro jumps back up to the next line after the FOR instruction.

In some cases you might have a very simple FOR NEXT loop, like the following macro, where 
you just want to go through the loop ten times:

MAIN_MACRO:

FOR #TEMP = 0 TO 10
 &CH1 = &CH1 * &CH2

NEXT #TEMP
END

Other applications might require a much more complex FOR NEXT loop. CodeLab allows 
you to use expressions in a FOR instruction, provided they are on the right-hand side of the = 
operator. Here is an example:

MAIN_MACRO:

FOR #TEMP = &CH1-&CH2 TO &CH1+&CH2 STEP &CH3*&CH4/&CH3
 &CH1 = &CH1 * &CH2

NEXT #TEMP
END

This looks a bit complicated, but the operation is exactly the same. Initially, #TEMP is 
loaded with (&CH1-&CH2). Each time through the loop, #TEMP is changed by a value of 
(&CH3x&CH4/&CH3), until it equals (&CH1+&CH2).

If you’re using a FOR NEXT loop like this, check that it won’t end up in an endless loop. You 
need to take into account all possible values of input data.
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3.7 - Expressions in IF ELSIF Commands

Normally IF and ELSIF tests compare a register or a variable with a constant. However, you 
can use simple expressions in an IF or ELSIF command, as shown in the following macro:

MAIN_MACRO:

2 IF &CH1 >= (&CH2 + 1050) THEN // if Channel1 is >=
         // Channel2+1050 then

 PRINT 2 "Warning – tank is about to over flow!"
ELSIF &CH1 >= (&CH2 + &CH3) THEN
 PRINT 2 "Tank is Full"
ELSE
 PRINT 2 "Tank is still filling"
ENDIF
END

In line 2, the numeric value of &CH2+1050 is computed first, and then it is compared to the 
value of &CH1. The content of &CH2 is not changed in any way.

In the ELSIF instruction, the numeric value of &CH2+&CH3 is computed first, and then it is 
compared  to the value of &CH1. Again, the contents of &CH2 and &CH3 are not changed.

3.8 - Number Arrays and Register Arrays

The following macro shows how to use number arrays in CodeLab. There are 10 different sen-
sors, and each sensor type has a preset scaling factor. We will use a number array to store the 
different scaling factors for sensors 0 to 9. Let’s see how it looks:

1 DIM A[] = [1200,461,7891,2141,11500,17300,2000,55,800,12345]
REG &SENSOR_TYPE = &USER_MEMORY_1

MAIN_MACRO:

5 #scaleFactor=A[&SENSOR_TYPE]

PRINT 2 "Sensor scale factor is "+#scaleFactor
END

In line 1 we have defined the number array using the DIM A[] = command. This allows us 
to define an array of numeric values, with each value separated by commas. (Note that there 
are no quotation marks around the array values. Quotation marks cause the compiler to treat 
the array as a text string array, instead of a number array.)
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The numbers in a number array must be unsigned 16-bit fixed point numbers. This means they 
must be a number between 0 and +65,535 and they cannot contain fractions.

NOTE
You cannot mix numbers and text strings inside the same array.
You must create separate arrays for numbers and text strings.

In line 5, the user defined register &SENSOR_TYPE points to a number in array A. This number 
is then stored in the variable #scaleFactor. The next line prints the value of #scaleFactor 
based on the current value of &SENSOR_TYPE.

Number arrays are useful when using large data tables in your macro. Maybe you need to 
have a lookup table to scale an input to a predefined response curve that never changes. 
Number arrays are fine for this because you can enter the data points into your macro and 
download the table with the macro, all in one step.

But what happens if you need to change some points later on? You will have to edit your 
macro, re-compile it and reprogram the Zen controller again with the modified macro. That 
might be okay once or twice, but what if you need to change these values often? For this 
CodeLab includes register arrays.

The following macro shows how to use register arrays in CodeLab. It is similar to the previous 
macro, but now there are 100 different sensors, and for each sensor type selected, we need 
to enter a scaling factor into the unit as well. In this macro, the 100 scale factors are stored in 
user memories 1 to 100 instead of in a number array in the macro.

This means that the values of these scaling factors can be changed without needing to repro-
gram the macro. Here’s how it looks:

 REG &SCALE_TABLE = &USER_MEMORY_1
REG &SENSOR_TYPE = &USER_MEMORY_101

MAIN_MACRO:

5 #scaleFactor=&SCALE_TABLE[&SENSOR_TYPE]

PRINT 2 "Sensor scale factor is "+#scaleFactor
END

This is very similar to the previous macro, except that now we have used the register array 
&SCALE_TABLE[&SENSOR_TYPE] on line 5. The operation of this is similar to the number 
array in the previous example. The register &SENSOR_TYPE is used to point to the particular 
register in the array starting at &SCALE_TABLE.

So if &SENSOR_TYPE equals 0, then #scaleFactor is loaded with the first register of the 
array, which is &SCALE_TABLE[0], (or &USER_MEMORY_1). Or if &SENSOR_TYPE equals 
49, then #scaleFactor is loaded with the fiftieth register of the array which is &SCALE_
TABLE[49], (or &USER_MEMORY_50).
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Here are some other uses of register arrays:

&CH1 = &TABLE2_INPUT1[20]

#VALUE_A = &TABLE1_INPUT1[#INPUT_POINT] + &CH1

&SCALE_TABLE[&SENSOR_TYPE]= 1000

&SCALE_TABLE[10] = 1000

As you can see, the pointer to the register in the array can be a pre-defined register, a variable, 
or a constant (i.e. a number).

Again, care must be taken to ensure that the pointer does not point to a register outside of 
the array. If it does, you will be reading or writing to registers outside the array that could 
produce very strange results.

The compiler does not check for this so you will have to check this yourself. In some cases you 
may need to include extra tests to limit the value of the pointer.

3.9 - Redefining Registers as Bit Arrays

Sometimes you may only be interested in a single bit of a pre-defined register that is not pre-
defined as a bit register itself. This can be achieved by redefining the register as a bit array 
using the BITREG command:

REG &myFlags= &USER_MEMORY_1
BITREG &myFlags = [ |DONT_CARE, |MASTER_MODE, |DONT_CARE2 ]

MAIN_MACRO:

IF |MASTER_MODE = ON THEN
 PRINT 2 "RESULT = " + &AUX1
ENDIF
END

Just like the BIT, REG, and DIM commands, BITREG is used outside any macro. Of course the 
register has to be defined prior to its redefinition. You can only define as many bit variables as 
there are bits available to the register. In the example above, &myFlags is a 16-bit value, so 
up to 16 bit variables would be possible.

Please note that you don't have to redefine all available registers. The first bit variable will 
refer to Bit 0, the second to Bit 1 and so on. The bit variable names have the same restrictions 
as other user defined bit variables.
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Sometimes you really don't care what the other bits are set to if you change it. In this case you 
can simply omit to name those bits:

BITREG &CODE2 = [ ,,,,,,, |FAST_MODE ]   // only bit 7

Here the first seven bits (bit 0 to bit 6) stay nameless and the seven commas remain; only 
bit 7 is defined as |FAST_MODE. This omission of array fields is only available for BITREG 
definitions.

3.10 - Data Source Registers

In some applications you may need to change which input channel is sent to the serial port, or 
which data source is being used by the setpoints or totalizers. To achieve this you have to set 
the corresponding data source register to the appropriate register number. But how do you 
know the register number for CH1?

To do this we use the ADDR command, as shown in the example below:

MAIN_MACRO:

#My_Result = -1

IF |DI_A = ON THEN
 &SP1_DATA_SOURCE = ADDR(&CH1)

ELSE
6  &SP1_DATA_SOURCE = ADDR(#My_Result)

ENDIF
END

The ADDR command simply looks up the register address of its argument for you.

In line 6, the ADDR command is used with a user defined variable. The actual register associ-
ated with a user defined variable is only available at compile time, so using ADDR is the only 
reliable way to determine the register number of a user defined register.

As the data source registers are the only registers that the ADDR command applies to, it’s 
possible that you may overlook the addition of the ADDR command. If you do, CodeLab will 
assume that you have, and will compile this shorter form as though the ADDR command is still 
there.
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For example, look at this next macro.

MAIN_MACRO:

#My_Result = -1

IF |DI_A = ON THEN
 &SP1_DATA_SOURCE = &CH1

ELSE
6  &SP1_DATA_SOURCE = #My_Result  // Caution

ENDIF
END

This will compile without an error – but the compiler will issue a warning. The end result will 
be functionally the same as the previous macro. In line 6 the short form still looks up the 
register address of #My_Result and not its value.

However if you use the short form, there are some potential traps that you need to be aware 
of. For example, look at this next macro.

MAIN_MACRO:

#My_Result = -1

IF |DI_A = ON THEN
 &SP1_DATA_SOURCE = &CH1

ELSE
6  &SP1_DATA_SOURCE = #My_Result + 1 // Caution

7 ENDIF
8 &DATA_SOURCE_TOTAL1 = &SP1_DATA_SOURCE

END

Here the short form doesn't apply in line 6 anymore because a mathematical expression has 
been added to the right hand side of the equals sign. Instead the expression will be evaluated 
and the result (in this case 0) will be assigned as a source register. If you want to add an offset 
like this to a register number you must use the ADDR command like this:

&SP1_DATA_SOURCE = ADDR(#My_Result) + 1

Another exception is shown in line 8. The compiler recognizes that the register on the right 
hand side of the equals sign is also a data source register. In this case it copies the value of 
&SP1_DATA_SOURCE to &DATA_SOURCE_TOTAL1, rather than its address. Once again, if 
you wanted to copy the address you would have to use the ADDR command.

Because of the above potential problems, it is recommended that you always use the ADDR 
command instead of relying on the short form.
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3.11 - Presetting Registers

In 3.1 (Nonvolatile User Memory), we discussed user memories for permanent data storage 
when the controller is turned off. As soon as you start using the user memory you have to 
consider whether you need to initialize these registers.

For example, in 3.8 (Number Arrays and Register Arrays) we used a user variable which we 
named &SENSOR_TYPE. This gave us permanent memory storage for the Sensor Type value. 
However there may only be a small range of valid values for this, and if the initial value is 
outside of that range it may cause problems.

If you initialize the register in the RESET_MACRO you will reset it every time at startup – ef-
fectively making the value a constant value. The example below shows a better alternative:

REG &Selection = &USER_MEMORY_1
2 MEM &Selection = 1

// ...

In line 2 you will see we have added the word MEM at the beginning of the line followed by 
&Selection = 1. The MEM assignment tells CodeLab to preset the register &Selection 
to a value of 1.

Not all registers in the Zen controller have a non-volatile memory backup. The MEM command 
will only work with user memories and configuration registers, which do have a non-volatile 
memory backup. Currently MEM cannot be used to initialize single bit registers. Instead, you 
have to set the full register the bit register belongs to.

The MEM command also allows you to treat any register as an array offset:

MEM &SETPOINT1 [] = [ 100, 200, 300 ]

This initializes SETPOINT1 with 100, SETPOINT2 with 200, and SETPOINT3 with 300. The only 
restriction to these arrays is that they can only handle one register type, integer, floating point 
or string. The compiler will issue a warning if a value doesn't fit into a register or is initialized 
more than once.

One obvious use of array initialization is the linearization table registers. The lines below show 
how to initialize the input and output points for Linearization Table 1.

MEM &TABLE1_INPUT1 [] = [ 10, 20, 30, 40 ] // ...
MEM &TABLE1_OUTPUT1 [] = [ 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 ]
// ...
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While this method does work, in a large table it can be difficult to match a specific input point 
with its respective output point. So CodeLab provides a special format for the initialization of 
linearization tables, which allows you to enter the input and output values in pairs (instead of 
as two separate arrays).

MEM TABLE1 [] = [ 10, 1000, 20, 2000, \

     30, 3000, 40, 4000 ] // ...

You could make this even more readable by changing it to this:

MEM TABLE1 [] = [ 10, 1000, \
     20, 2000, \

     30, 3000, \

     40, 4000 ] // ...

Remember, this special format only works for linearization tables and you must use the labels 
TABLE1, TABLE2, TABLE3, and TABLE4.
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4 ADVANCED LESSONS

4.1 - Special String Characters

In earlier lessons we discussed the use of the PRINT command with text strings. This com-
mand allows a message string to be printed to a serial port. In some applications you may 
require information from a variable or a predefined register to appear somewhere in the text 
string. The next macro shows you how to do this:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF |SP1 = ON THEN
3  PRINT 2 "Channel 1 = " + &CH1 + " Volts"

ENDIF
END

In the line 3 of this macro you will see the text:
PRINT 2 "Channel 1 = " + &CH1 + " Volts"

The first half of this instruction looks familiar, but then it has + &CH1 + " Volts".
The + &CH1 tells the compiler to insert the numerical value of &CH1into the message 
string. Then the text + " Volts" adds the text " Volts" on to the end of the string. If 
the value of &CH1 is 1.2345 at the time the PRINT 2 command is executed, the message 
"Channel 1 = 1.2345 Volts" will be printed to the serial port.

4.2 - Higher Math Operators

In 2.12 (Basic Math Operators and Number Formats) we looked at some of the simple math 
operators, but BASIC also includes higher math operators. Unlike the simple operators, these 
higher math operators only require one operand. The following list shows the higher math 
operators and the allowable input range.

SQR Square root (positive number)

LN Natural log (base e)

LOG Common log (base 10)

SIN Sine (-65535 to +65535)

COS Cosine (-65535 to +65535)

TAN Tangent (-65535 to +65535)

SINH Hyperbolic sine (-65535 to +65535)

COSH Hyperbolic cosine*

TANH Hyperbolic tangent*

ARCSIN Arc sine (-1 to +1)

ARCCOS Arc cosine (-1 to +1)

ARCTAN Arc tangent*

* Starred functions accept a value in the range of ±1.175494E - 38 to ±3.402823E38.
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Here are some examples of how these operators are used:

MAIN_MACRO:

&CH1 = LN (SIN &CH1 * COS 6) + SQR &CH2
&AUX1 = 10 * LOG &CH1
END

When using higher math operators you need to ensure that all input values into an equation 
are within the acceptable range for the operator you are using. This may necessitate testing 
of some input values before processing.

The other point to note when using higher math operators is the amount of processing time 
required. Most of these functions require more processing power than the simple math op-
erators and other functions. This is not normally a problem for small equations, but for very 
complicated math it may be. If you are using complicated formulas and you notice the Zen 
controller operating slowly or erratically, the cause may be a shortage of processing time.

If you are operating the unit at the 0.01 second update rate, then you should change this to 
the 0.1 second update rate.

Sometimes you may be interested only in the absolute value of calculation and not whether 
it is positive or negative:

&AUX1 = ABS(&CH1 - &CH2)

The ABS() function simply multiplies the expression in parentheses with -1 if its value is nega-
tive. Please note that the parentheses are mandatory for this function.

4.3 - Logical Operators

Although not often required in simple macros, sometimes it may be necessary to modify or 
test only part of a register value without affecting or seeing the contents of the rest of the 
register. This is particularly true for many of the registers in the Zen that are used to control 
the unit's operation. Often one register may contain individual bit flags, or groups of bit flags, 
that each control different unit functions. Because of this, it would be very difficult to test the 
whole register for all possible functions.

BASIC includes the following simple logic operators to solve this:

AND Logical And

OR Logical Or

XOR Logical Exclusive Or
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In each case, these operators require two operands. Let's look at a macro that uses some of 
these operators.

MAIN_MACRO:

2 IF (&DIGITAL_INPUT_PINS AND 0x0f)=0x03 THEN
 PRINT 2  "Both DI_A and DI_B are on"
ENDIF
END

In line 2 of the above macro you will see the instruction
IF (&DIGITAL_INPUT_PINS AND 0x0f)=0x03 THEN

This means that the value of  &DIGITAL_INPUT_PINS is ANDed with 0xF (hex) so that only 
the lower 4 bits of &DIGITAL_INPUT_PINS are tested. If the result equals 3, then it prints 
out a message.

The logical exclusive or (XOR) of two bits means that if either bit is a 1, the result is a 1, exclud-
ing the case when both bits are a one. This operator is useful when looking for a difference in 
bits between two variables or registers. Any bits that are not zero indicate a difference.

4.4 - Linearization

Zen series controllers include up to four tables that are used for linearization of an input sig-
nal. The controller can be configured so that each of the four input channels can have a user 
defined linearization curve applied to it.

CodeLab also includes an instruction called SCALE that allows any register or variable to have 
the same linearization applied to it. Here’s how it is used:

MAIN_MACRO:

2 #TEMP = &CH1 + &CH2 + &CH3

&AUX1 = SCALE (#TEMP, 2)
END

In line 2, #TEMP is loaded with &CH1 + &CH2 + &CH3. The next line reads
&AUX1 = SCALE (#TEMP, 2)

The text SCALE (#TEMP, 2), tells the compiler to apply the linearization curve, specified in 
Table 2, to the value stored in variable #TEMP. After linearization, the new value is then stored 
in &AUX1. The value of #TEMP is not changed by the SCALE instruction.

When using the SCALE(x,y) instruction, x can be a number, a variable or a predefined reg-
ister. While y specifies the 32-point table to be used for linearization and must be a number 
from 1 to 4. The curve in tables 1 to 4 must be programmed using Define WorkBench.
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The SCALE instruction requires more processing time than many of the standard instructions. 
If it is executed many times over in the same macro, it may slow down the overall performance 
of the Zen. This is of particular importance if the unit is being run in the fast update mode.

4.5 - Printing to the Serial Port in Macro Mode

The PRINT instruction can also be used with special string characters. Here’s an example:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF &TIMER1 > 9 THEN
 &TIMER1 = 0

4  PRINT 2 "Channel 1 = " + &CH1 + " Volts"
ENDIF
END

This macro prints a string to the serial port once per second. The PRINT instruction in line 4 
tells the compiler to print the string "Channel 1 = ", then the current value of &CH1, and 
then the string " Volts".

If you download and run the above macro, you will find that it keeps printing in a long line 
across the page. The next macro should fix this problem:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF &TIMER1 > 9 THEN
 &TIMER1 = 0

 PRINT 2 "Channel 1 = "+&CH1+" Volts"+CHR(CR)+CHR(LF)
ENDIF
END

As you can see, on the end of the PRINT instruction we have added +CHR(CR) + CHR(LF). 
This text tells the compiler to add the ASCII character number for a carriage return (CR) and a 
line feed (LF). These are special ASCII characters that tell the printer where to start printing. 
There are several of these special characters that can be used. These are as follows:

CR  carriage return

LF  line feed

BS  back step

NUL (or NULL) null character

ESC  escape character

TAB  tab character

FF  form feed

VTAB  vertical tab

BELL  ‘beep’
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For some applications, you may need to send other non-printable ASCII characters to the serial 
port. This is often the case if the Zen controller is connected to a PC instead of a printer. You 
can do this by using the PRINT CHR(x), where x can be any number from 0 to 255.

You can use decimal, octal, or hexadecimal numbers for x, as shown in the following macro:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF &TIMER1 > 9 THEN
 &TIMER1 = 0

 PRINT 2 CHR(0xAA)+CHR(0xAA)+CHR(11)+"Hello " + \
  "World"+ CHR(0127)+CHR(NUL)

ENDIF
END

An octal number has a leading 0, and a hexadecimal number has a leading 0x.

You can have several PRINT commands in your macro following each other, however care 
must be taken not to over run the 255-byte serial buffer. When printing large blocks of text 
greater than 255 characters, it is necessary to break it up into smaller sections by creating 
multiple print states. This allows time for the buffer to clear before adding more text.

After a print string has been completely sent, the serial port is reset into a standby mode. In 
standby, it is ready to receive serial data or transmit new data with the PRINT instruction.

If you want to stop a current string from being printed you can use the instruction PRINT "" 
(i.e. a print instruction with an empty string). This flushes the serial buffer and sets the serial 
port into standby mode.

An important point to note is that the Zen controller has only one serial buffer, which is shared 
between transmit and receive. If you use the PRINT "" instruction while serial data is being 
received, you could clear part, or all of a received message. In 4.6 (Reading an ASCII String 
From the Serial Port) we will learn more about the receive side of the serial port.

The Zen operates in half duplex, which means that it can be either transmitting or receiving, 
but not both at the same time.

4.6 - Reading an ASCII String From the Serial Port

In 4.5 (Printing to the Serial Port in Macro Mode) we looked at the PRINT instruction, which 
is used to send (or transmit) data from the Zen controller to another device. For printing ap-
plications, or data logging to a PC, this is usually all that is needed.

However, for more sophisticated applications, it is often necessary for the Zen to send and 
receive data, and in many cases, other devices will have their own communications protocol. 
The macro allows you to create your own serial protocol and access the serial port using the 
Macro mode. In Macro mode, only very low level serial port functions are handled by the Zen 
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controller, leaving protocol issues to be handled by the macro. The unit looks for a specified 
string, stores the string in its receive buffer, and leaves the rest up to the macro.

Messages can be either fixed or variable length, and most serial protocols use a special char-
acter in the message string to signal the start or the end of the string. Zen series controllers 
have three predefined registers that allow the unit to extract the required string from an 
incoming message. These are called &STRING_LENGTH, &START_OF_STRING_CHARACTER, 
and &END_OF_STRING_CHARACTER.

The following macro shows the use of these three registers with serial port 2 in Macro Master 
mode:

MAIN_MACRO:

IF &TIMER1 > 10 THEN
 &TIMER1 = 0

4  PRINT 2 ""     // clear buffer and reset serial port

 PRINT 2 "SR645*"   // read the Channel 1 result register
        // in remote meter

 &STRING_LENGTH2 = 0     // receive string is variable
           // length, so string length=0

 &START_OF_STRING_CHARACTER2 = 0  // don't look for a start
            // character

 &END_OF_STRING_CHARACTER2 = 10   // end of string character = 
           // line feed (10)

ENDIF
IF |RECEIVE_READY2 = ON THEN
 #TEMP_CHAR = &RECEIVE_BUFFER[0]

 IF #TEMP_CHAR != 0 THEN
  &AUX1 = &RECEIVE_RESULT

 ENDIF
ENDIF
END

The above macro is designed for two Zen series controllers connected together through the 
serial ports. The Zen running the macro is set to Macro Master mode, while a second Zen is set 
to Define ASCII mode. The macro shown here is written to copy the ASCII mode, but acting as 
a master. Every second, the macro sends a request to the second Zen and waits for a response.

In line 4, the PRINT 2 "" instruction clears the serial buffer and resets the serial port. The 
next line then prints the message "SR645*" to the serial port. In the Define ASCII mode, 
SR645* is a request to read the channel 1 result register of the Zen. The expected result from 
the second Zen is an ASCII number of varying length, terminated in a carriage return and line 
feed.

For variable length messages, the register &STRING_LENGTH2 is set to zero, which tells the 
Zen to expect a string of unknown length. Some serial frames have a fixed start character 
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for every frame, but in this case there is no fixed start character so &START_OF_STRING_
CHARACTER2 is set to 0. The register &END_OF_STRING_CHARACTER2 functions as an end 
of message (or terminating) character, so in this case, it is loaded with the ASCII character for 
a line feed (i.e. 10). The Zen then keeps receiving data until it finds a line feed character, and 
then it sets the |RECEIVE_READY2 flag to say that it has received a new message.

The next part of the macro checks the |RECEIVE_READY2 flag. If it is true, it then loads the 
variable #TEMP_CHAR with the first byte of data from the receive buffer. The receive buffer  
is treated as an array, with the first byte located at &RECEIVE_BUFFER[0] and the last byte 
at &RECEIVE_BUFFER[255]. In this macro, the first byte of the receive buffer is checked for 
a value other than zero, because zero is an ASCII null, which signals an error condition in the 
ASCII mode.

If the first byte is not a zero, then the register &AUX1 is loaded with a register called 
&RECEIVE_RESULT2. This is a special register used by the Zen in macro mode, to store nu-
meric values from an ASCII string. When a message is received that contains a string of ASCII 
numerals, the Zen controller picks out the first string of numerals and stores them in the 
register &RECEIVE_RESULT2. They are stored in a fixed point format and the decimal point 
is ignored, so a string of 12.345 will be stored as 12345. Any following numeric values in the 
same string are ignored.

Some devices use a fixed length message with a start character at the beginning of the string. 
In this mode, &STRING_LENGTH2 is loaded with a value from 1 to 255, which defines the to-
tal length of the string you want to receive. The register &START_OF_STRING_CHARACTER2 
is then loaded with a number from 0 to 255, which defines the start of string character. In this 
mode, the Zen controller searches through the incoming serial data, discarding data until it finds 
the correct start character. It then reads in the specified number of bytes of data and sets the 
|RECEIVE_READY2 flag.

You  can also receive a serial frame of variable length with a fixed start and end character. In 
this case you would specify both the &START_OF_STRING_CHARACTER and the &END_OF_
STRING_CHARACTER and set the &STRING_LENGTH to 0. On receiving an incoming serial 
frame the Zen controller will ignore incoming data until it finds the start character. It will then 
start loading its serial buffer with incoming data until it finds the specified end character. It 
will then set its |RECEIVE_READY flag to indicate a new frame has been received.

Another variation on this may be a case where a frame has a fixed start character, and you 
want to end on a specific character which is at a particular point in the string (but maybe 
not at the end of the string). You can set the &START_OF_STRING_CHARACTER and the 
&END_OF_STRING_CHARACTER, and then set the &STRING_LENGTH to a point in the string 
where you expect the end character to appear. The after finding the start character, the Zen 
will then receive the specified number of characters and then start searching for the end 
character. This can be useful in cases where the character you need to end on occurs several 
times in the frame.

When the Zen controller has set the |RECEIVE_READY flag, it disables the serial receive 
mode and waits for the macro to reset it. Another register called &RECEIVE_COUNTX can be 
used to determine the total length of the receive string.
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You can also compare a received message with an ASCII text string, as follows:

MAIN_MACRO:

&END_OF_STRING_CHARACTER2 = 10

&STRING_LENGTH2 = 0

&START_OF_STRING_CHARACTER2 = 0

IF |RECEIVE_READY2 = ON THEN
7  IF SERIAL_INPUT_2 = "HELLO" THEN
   PRINT 2 "YOU GOT IT RIGHT!"

 ELSE
  PRINT 2 ""
 ENDIF
ENDIF
END

In line 7, IF SERIAL_INPUT_2 = "HELLO" THEN tells the compiler to compare the 
received string with the text HELLO, and if it is the same it executes the code under the IF 
instruction. It starts comparing each character in the string, starting from the first character 
in the string. This instruction is case sensitive, so each character must be an exact match. It will 
search the entire received string looking for the phrase HELLO. If it finds a match then it prints 
YOU GOT IT RIGHT! If it can’t find a match, then the test fails and the ELSE condition 
flushes the serial buffer and re-enables the serial port for receive mode again.

4.7 - Reading Non-ASCII Data from the Serial Port

In 4.6 we considered message strings that were made up of ASCII characters, but sometimes 
non-ASCII data is also used. This can still be done in the macro using &STRING_LENGTH and 
&STRING_CHARACTER. To test the received data you can still use the string compare test:

MAIN_MACRO:

&END_OF_STRING_CHARACTER2 = 0x55

&STRING_LENGTH2 = 5

IF |RECEIVE_READY = ON THEN
 // check for 0x55,0xAA,0x00

 IF SERIAL_INPUT = CHR(0x55)+CHR(0xAA)+CHR(0) THEN
  &AUX1 = (&SERIAL_BUFFER2 [3] * 256) + \

  &SERIAL_BUFFER2 [4] // get data

 ENDIF
 PRINT 2 ""
ENDIF
END
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Instead of testing for a complete ASCII string, this macro tests for a start sequence of
0x55, 0xAA, 0x00, using the line IF SERIAL_INPUT = CHR(0x55) + CHR(0xAA) 
+ CHR(0) THEN

This uses the CHR(x) instruction, which enables you to test for any number between 0 and 
255 in decimal, hex, or octal. If the macro finds the correct start sequence, it then extracts the 
fourth and fifth bytes from the receive buffer and treats these as data.

For more complicated protocols, you can interrogate each byte of the received message sepa-
rately by accessing &SERIAL_BUFFER[x], where x can be a number from 0 to 255, or a 
variable or register. You can also use the predefined register &RECEIVE_COUNT to determine 
the length of the new message.

4.8 - String Registers

Zen controllers have a variety of text string registers which can be used in conjunction with 
the serial port and the macro. While most of these are non-volatile memories, some are RAM 
based variables which can be used to hold temporary strings.

REG &CUR_MSG = &TEXT_VARIABLE1
REG &MSG = &USER_TEXT1

3 MEM &MSG[] = [ "OK", "ABOVE", "BELOW" ]
CONST mOK = 0
CONST mABOVE = 1
CONST mBELOW = 2

RESET_MACRO:

#msg_index = mOK

END

MAIN_MACRO:

IF |SP1 = on THEN    // above high setpoint

 #msg_index = mABOVE

ELSIF |SP2 = on THEN   // below low setpoint

 #msg_index = mBELOW

ELSE
 #msg_index = mOK   // between setpoints

ENDIF

// show current message

22 &CUR_MSG = &MSG[#msg_index] // copy text to variable

23 PRINT 2 " " + &CUR_MSG + " "
END
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In line 3 the registers USER_TEXT1 to USER_TEXT3 are preset with messages. As with the 
USER_MEMORY registers it is recommended to initialize these registers before their first use. In 
line 22 the current message is copied to a text variable register. This is necessary as the PRINT 
command cannot cope directly with a register array with variable index. Finally, in line 23 the 
copy of the message is printed, just like any other register.

Besides copying one text register to another, you can also assign a constant string to a text 
register. Furthermore you can compare text registers or constant strings with each other, 
whether they are equal or not. As each text register can hold up to 30 characters you can  save 
up to 2KB of macro space when you change from DIM arrays to USER_TEXT registers.

But the more interesting advantage is that the text strings can be changed without having to 
change the macro. So when you use these texts for your user interface, your customer could 
change these - for example translate it into another language - with the Configuration Utility. 
Also for industrial use, several Zen series controllers may be used in the same plant but in dif-
ferent locations.

4.9 - Parsing

In 4.6 and 4.7 we learned how to read incoming serial data and that we can compare the 
SERIAL_INPUT to a constant string. This is fine as long as you are only waiting for a single 
message from a single device.

But when you connect several devices together over a RS485 bus or via Ethernet you will have 
to deal with various messages. Even though there are a few widespread protocols like Mod-
bus to deal with that situation, there are many different serial protocols that are only used by 
a single manufacturer. In this lesson we will show you how the Zen series can help you to deal 
with custom protocols.

As an example, let us assume that our Zen is in Macro mode and therefore does not automati-
cally act upon serial commands - not even in our own Define ASCII protocol. Usually it is easier 
just to use another serial port for the communication in ASCII mode, but here we want to 
show you how to deal with the parsing:

CONST DO_READ = ASC("R")
CONST DO_WRITE = ASC("W")

RESET_MACRO:

#address = 0

#command = DO_READ

#register = 0

&STRING_LENGTH2 = 0

&END_OF_STRING_CHARACTER2 = ASC("*")

END

Macro continued on next page...
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MAIN_MACRO:

IF |RECEIVE_READY2 = true THEN
13  &SERIAL_POINTER2 = 0

14  IF SERIAL_POINTER 2 = "S" THEN
15   #address = INTEGER(SERIAL_POINTER 2, 3)

  IF #address != &SERIAL_ADDRESS2 THEN
   PRINT 2 ""
   PRINT 2 "not me"
   END
  ENDIF

21   #command = &SERIAL_BUFFER2 [&SERIAL_POINTER2]

22   &SERIAL_POINTER2 = &SERIAL_POINTER2 + 1

  #register = INTEGER(SERIAL_POINTER 2, 5)

  IF #command = DO_READ THEN
25    IF &SERIAL_POINTER2 != &RECEIVE_COUNT2 THEN

    PRINT 2 ""
    PRINT 2 "error"
    END
   ENDIF
   SELECT #register
   CASE addr(&CH1):
    PRINT 2 &CH1 + CHR(CR) + CHR(LF)
   DEFAULT:
    PRINT 2 CHR(NULL) + CHR(CR) + CHR(LF)
   ENDSEL
  ELSIF #command = DO_WRITE THEN
   IF SERIAL_POINTER 2 != "," THEN
    PRINT 2 ""
    PRINT 2 "error"
    END
   ENDIF
   SELECT #register
   CASE addr(&OFFSET_CH1):
    |NON_VOLATILE_WRITE = on

    &OFFSET_CH1 = INTEGER(SERIAL_POINTER 2)

   CASE addr(&SCALE_FACTOR_CH1):
    |NON_VOLATILE_WRITE = on

48     &SCALE_FACTOR_CH1 = FLOAT(SERIAL_POINTER 2)

   ENDSEL
50    PRINT 2 ""

Macro continued on next page...
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51   ELSE
52    PRINT 2 ""

  ENDIF
 ELSE

55   PRINT 2 ""
 ENDIF
ENDIF
END

The parsing commands are all based on the serial pointer which indicates the position in the 
SERIAL_BUFFER where parsing commands start to look for a pattern match.

In line 13 the &SERIAL_POINTER2 register is reset to 0 so the next parsing command begins 
at the start of the buffer. With the string comparison in line 14 we look for the first occurrence 
of an S in the buffer.

In line 14, "SERIAL_POINTER 2" is a special reference which effectively says IF the string 
starting at the position pointed to by &SERIAL_POINTER2 starts with "S" THEN. Because 
it is a command it does not have the '&' prefix and should not be confused with the register 
&SERIAL_POINTER2.

The &SERIAL_POINTER2 register indicates the current position in the SERIAL_BUFFER2 
(starting with 0) and can be read or written to like any other register. When the parsing 
routines use the SERIAL_POINTER command - without '&' prefix - the value of &SERIAL_
POINTERx will be modified to point to the position after the matching pattern.

So if the first character really is an S, the &SERIAL_POINTER2 will be 1 in the next line. But 
if there are more characters in front of the S they will be simply ignored and the pointer will 
be set after the S. If there is no S at all in the string the condition will be false and the pointer 
will stay where it was before the test.

This is different from the string comparison with the SERIAL_INPUT which always starts 
searching from the beginning of the string and leaves the serial pointer set to 0 when there 
is no match.

If you use multiple comparisons in a condition, each comparison will be evaluated from left to 
right (even if you use OR and the first condition is already true). This has to be considered as 
each comparison with either SERIAL_INPUT or SERIAL_POINTER might change the serial 
pointer.

The INTEGER command in line 15 looks for numbers and decimal points at the SERIAL_
POINTER. Multiple decimal points are possible but each will be ignored as by definition an 
integer does not have any decimals. Any other characters before the number will be ignored 
any other character after the number will terminate the pattern match and the pointer will 
stop at that position.

The second parameter is optional and restricts the search to a maximum of 3 characters. 
The serial address of the Zen is in the range from 0 to 255 so there should be only 3 number 
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characters for a valid address. Without this restriction the command will try to match as many 
consecutive numbers and decimal points as possible. So for our protocol we would not really 
need the restriction as the following pattern is a text character.

To match a single character it is easier to directly access the receive buffer (see 4.7). But as we 
do not use a parsing command in line 21, we have to increase the serial pointer explicitly in 
line 22.

The FLOAT command in line 48 works similarly to the INTEGER command, but only one 
decimal point is allowed. The pattern also matches a two digit (signed) exponent, for example  
1.234E-02 or -0.001234e1 would both be recognized as -0.01234.

Finally, we have to reset the serial communication registers with a PRINT 2 "" (line 50, 52, 
and 55). This will clear the RECEIVE_READY flag and reset the RECEIVE_COUNT as well as a 
few more internal registers.

However, it will not reset the &SERIAL_POINTER register. The above macro has been written 
to work with serial port 2 but could just as easily have been written to work with a different se-
rial port by replacing the 2 in the appropriate registers and commands with the number of the 
required serial port. If no number is specified in a special command like SERIAL_POINTER or 
SERIAL_INPUT then port 1 is used by default.

So much for the simple Define ASCII protocol - simple because it does not care whether the 
data is correctly received or not. You would have to confirm that with another request - or use 
the Modbus protocol to start with.

But there are many serial protocols that include a checksum to ensure that the messages are 
correctly received. Here is a small subroutine to handle that:

check_data:

|data_corrupt = true

3 &SERIAL_POINTER2 = &SERIAL_BUFFER2 - 2

4 #temp = HEX(SERIAL_POINTER 2, 2)

#checksum = 0

FOR #index = 0 TO &RECEIVE_COUNT2 - 3
 #checksum = #checksum + &SERIAL_BUFFER2[#index]

NEXT #index
IF #temp = (#checksum and 0x0000ffff) THEN
 |data_corrupt = false

ENDIF
RETURN

In this example we assume that the last two bytes before the terminating character are the 
16bit checksum. So in line 3 the serial pointer is reset to the position of the checksum.

The HEX command in line 4 looks for hexadecimal numbers (0-9a-fA-F) - no decimal point 
allowed. The HEX command automatically limits the pattern length to 8 characters as we 
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only have 32bit registers to store the data. But you can restrict it even more with the optional 
second parameter.

Apart from the parsing commands for the number conversions the serial pointer can also be 
used to copy a string to a text register:

&SERIAL_BUFFER2[10] = CHR(NULL)

&SERIAL_POINTER2 = 2

&TEXT_VARIABLE1 = SERIAL_POINTER_2

The assignment in line 3 copies the text from the buffer until it encounters the end-of-string 
character NULL. At the moment there is no limiting parser command as for the numbers. 
Therefore a NULL character is written to the serial buffer in line 1.

So the text in &TEXT_VARIABLE1 will contain the characters from index 2 to 9.

Writing to the RECEIVE_BUFFER actually overwrites the received data. So if you want to 
extract a substring in this fashion you have to parse the data after the string first!

4.10 - Output Port for Serial Commands and WRITE

For the Zen series there is a dual serial module available. Even though you may use one port 
only for a dedicated purpose (like talking to an HMI) you still can choose whether that is port 
1 or 2. Just add the port number after the serial command:

PRINT "Hello World from port 1"  // use default port 1

PRINT 1 "Hello World from port 1" // use port 1

PRINT 2 "Hello World from port 2" // use port 2

IF SERIAL_POINTER 2 = "1.23" THEN
 #my_var = FLOAT(SERIAL_POINTER 2) * 100

ENDIF

If you don't specify the port it will default to port 1. This port infix can also be used in Modbus 
master mode:

MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO:

// read remote CH3

MODBUS_READ 2 (5, addr(&CH3), &AUX1)

// write to remote CH3

MODBUS_WRITE 2 (5, &AUX1, addr(&CH3))

END
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4.11 - The INCLUDE Command

As was mentioned before, you should use CONST definitions and redefine some register 
names (especially when it comes to USER_MEMORY registers) to improve the readability of 
your code.

Whether you work on more than one project, or create variations of the same application, it 
is easier to use existing code or definitions in more than one macro.

For this purpose you can INCLUDE another basic file like this:

REM DualPump.1.0.bas
REM
REM last update 2016/07/22

INCLUDE "C:\My Macros\ProPumpDefs.bas"
...

This command performs a simple textual include - it works just like a copy/paste at the posi-
tion where the INCLUDE is. Therefore the included file could also contain a subroutine or a 
predefined macro. But you have to be careful when you make changes to the included file as 
you have to consider its effects for all macros that include the file.

You can have up to 10 nested includes.

4.12 - USER_MEMORY vs. USER_MEMORY_BYTE

There are 1024 USER_MEMORY registers available in the Zen series, with register numbers 
from 5121 to 6144. These are 16bit signed registers.

However, there are some applications where this arrangement is not very convenient. For 
example, when using recipes you may only require 8bit values, but you may need more of 
them. Or you may want to store several linearization tables, which use 24bit signed numbers. 
In that case you have to split up the 24bit number and store it in two 16bit registers, wasting 
8bits per value.

Unfortunately there is no general solution for all purposes. So we decided to give the most 
basic access to the USER_MEMORY in the form of 8bit unsigned registers. These are called 
USER_MEMORY_BYTE with register numbers 10241 to 12288.

But even though the register numbers are different, the physical memory is the same:

USER_MEMORY_BYTE_1 and USER_MEMORY_BYTE_2 are stored in the same location as 
USER_MEMORY_1, USER_MEMORY_BYTE_2047 and USER_MEMORY_BYTE_2048 are stored 
in the same location as USER_MEMORY_1024.
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So you have to be careful if you use both USER_MEMORY and USER_MEMORY_BYTE in the 
same macro that the addresses you are using do not overlap - unless you really want that.

MEM &USER_MEMORY_BYTE_1 = 1
MEM &USER_MEMORY_BYTE_2 = 0 // => USER_MEMORY_1 = 1 * 256 + 0 = 256

MEM &USER_MEMORY_2 = 258  // => USER_MEMORY_BYTE_3 = 1
     // USER_MEMORY_BYTE_4 = 2

MEM &USER_MEMORY_3 = -1  // => USER_MEMORY_BYTE_5 = 255
     // USER_MEMORY_BYTE_6 = 255

In the Zen series the USER_MEMORY area is located in RAM and is backed up to FLASH at 
power down. This means there is no longer any restrictions on the number of writes to 
USER_MEMORY. 

4.13 - The GOTO Command

The last command we want to look at is the GOTO command. The GOTO command allows a 
macro to jump from it’s current position to another position anywhere in the program. Unlike 
the GOSUB instruction, this is a one way jump. It is sometimes used to reduce the size of a 
program by jumping to common routines in the macro. Here’s an example of how it is used:

MAIN_MACRO:

#TEMP = &CH2

REPEAT
 IF &CH1 > 10000 THEN
  GOTO ERROR

 ELSIF &CH2 > 10 THEN
  GOTO ERROR

 ELSE
  &CH1 = &CH1 * &CH1

  #TEMP = #TEMP – 1

 ENDIF
UNTIL #TEMP <= 1
END

ERROR:

PRINT 2 "Over Range"
END

The instruction GOTO ERROR is used twice in this macro. In each case if a test is found to be 
true, the program jumps to the label defined as ERROR. Near the bottom of the macro you 
will find the instruction ERROR:
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The : at the end tells the compiler that the word ERROR is a label, which defines an address 
or point in the program. (Note that the first character in a label cannot be a number - it must 
be a letter or an underscore. A label must be placed by itself against the left hand margin on a 
new  line.) When the macro encounters a GOTO ERROR instruction, it will jump to this point.

NOTE

The GOTO command destroys the structure of a program and can make it difficult 
to read and debug. Use with caution.

4.14 - Modbus Master Macro (Simple Form)

In 4.5–4.6 we talked about the serial Master/Slave ASCII protocol. This is often enough for 
communication between two Zen series controllers or with another device. However, in many 
industrial applications there are often more than two devices talking to each other and they 
may not be similar devices. To simplify communications these different devices typically speak 
the same language: a common protocol like Modbus.

Similar to our ASCII protocol, there is one master and up to 246 slaves, each with a unique 
address. The master can read or write to 16bit registers in the slaves. The messages include a 
checksum to confirm that the data was received correctly. The addressed slaves always give a 
response, either the requested or changed value or an error message.

Zen series controllers can be configured as either a Modbus RTU Slave or a Modbus RTU Mas-
ter. The slave mode of operation does not require any macro assistance, however the master 
mode does. So let's have a look how this is done.

MODBUS MASTER READ (SIMPLE FORM)

Let’s start by looking at a simple Modbus master macro which reads a single register from two 
different slave devices. (Later on we will look at more complex commands which allow blocks 
of Modbus registers to be read or written, but for now we will just be using the simple form 
of the command which only allows access to one Modbus parameter per command.)

 MEM &BAUDRATE2=2    // 9600,8,N

MEM &SERIAL_MODE2=7   // Modbus RTU master mode

 MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO:

5 &POLL_TIME =100   // 1 Sec (1 COUNT = 10mS)

6 &RESPONSE_TIME=20   // 2 Sec (1 count = 0.1S)

7 MODBUS_READ 2 (4,40645,&AUX1,MB_LONG)

8 MODBUS_READ 2 (5,40645,&AUX2,MB_LONG)

END
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For a Modbus master macro to function, the required port must be configured for Modbus 
master mode. The first 2 lines of the macro configure port 2 on the Zen controller to operate 
in Modbus RTU master mode at a baud rate of 9600,N,8.

After the MEM statements you will see a label called MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO with a : after it. 
This signals the start of the Modbus master macro. All Modbus commands must be contained 
within a MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO. If you attempt to use a Modbus read/write command in 
another macro the compiler will issue an error. The reason for this is that the serial commu-
nication usually takes longer than one macro cycle. So when the MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO 
issues a Modbus command it waits in the background for the response. As soon as it gets the 
response it continues with the next instruction. That way the Zen controller doesn't freeze 
until it gets a reply and you don't have to check for a reply in the macro.

5  &POLL_TIME =100   // 1 Sec (1 COUNT = 10mS)

6  &RESPONSE_TIME=20   // 2 Sec (1 count = 0.1S)

You will notice that the first line in the MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO (line 5) sets a register called 
&POLL_TIME. The &POLL_TIME register effectively sets the rate at which the MODBUS_
MASTER_MACRO is executed (or called). A count of 1 in &POLL_TIME represents a time inter-
val of 0.01 seconds. Here we have set this to a value of 100 which means that the MODBUS_
MASTER_MACRO  will be run every 1.0 seconds.

Line 6 then writes to a register called &RESPONSE_TIME which sets the maximum time 
the Zen controller will wait for a reply to be returned from a slave device. A count of 1 in 
&RESPONSE_TIME represents a time interval of 0.1 seconds. If the master does not re-
ceive a reply from the slave device within this time, it continues on with the next line in the 
MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO.

7  MODBUS_READ 2 (4,40645,&AUX1,MB_LONG)

Line 7 contains the actual Modbus command in which the master sends a read request to 
a device. The MODBUS_READ command followed by a 2 indicates that the master will send 
a Modbus read command out on the serial port 2 of the Zen. (Note: The same MODBUS_
MASTER_MACRO can access multiple ports, provided they are all set to the correct mode.)

The text after the MODBUS_READ command in line 7 (4,40645,&AUX1,MB_LONG) contains 
4 parameters, separated by commas and enclosed in curved braces. In this simple form of the 
command, all parameters inside the braces must be constants (later on we will look at more 
complex forms which allow variables to be used for some parameters). 

 › The number 4 after the opening brace means that this command is to be sent to the 
Modbus slave device which has its station address set to 4.

 › 40645 is the source register (i.e. the register number that we want to read from the 
slave device). This should be entered in original Modicon addressing format which uses 
an offset of 30000 (3x) for input registers and 40000 (4x) for holding registers.
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So 40645 actually means we are addressing a the holding register 645. (Later on we 
will look at alternative addressing methods which can be used when talking to other Zen 
controllers).

 › &AUX1 specifies the destination register (i.e. where we want the resulting data from the 
Modbus read command to be stored in the Zen). In this case we want to store the read 
data in the AUX1 register.

 › MB_LONG specifies what type of register is being read (or how many bytes it needs 
to read). In this case &AUX1 is a signed 32bit integer, and MB_LONG tells the compiler 
that register 40645 in the slave should also be treated as a 32bit register, meaning the 
Modbus master command needs to read 2x 16 registers to get all of the data.

Possible values for this fourth parameter are:

8bit MB_BYTE
16bit MB_SHORT
24bit MB_24, MB_24_SWAPPED
32bit MB_LONG, MB_LONG_SWAPPED, MB_FLOAT,  MB_FLOAT_SWAPPED

Register pairs will be used for 24bit and 32bit register types. (Note: Zen series controllers 
use only odd numbers for 24/32bit registers so they can be read as pairs of consecutive 
registers in Modbus mode. Some of the register types shown above have _SWAPPED 
added on the end. This is because the original Modbus specification did not include 
32 bit data values. As a result, some manufacturers starting sending these as least 
significant word first, followed by the most significant word, while others sent them 
MSW first followed by LSW. The Zen controller defaults to sending LSW first, MSW last, 
and treats the alternative as 'swapped'. You will need to check your slave devices to 
determine which order they use for 32 bit values.

NOTE

If you do not specify the last parameter, then when you compile the macro, 
you will get a compiler warning message saying “Message in line 11: register 
type set to MB_LONG”.

This informs you that because &AUX1 is a 32bit signed integer, the compiler will 
assume that register 40645 in the slave device is also a 32bit integer, and it will 
try to read 2 consecutive 16bit registers starting at 40645.

8  MODBUS_READ 2 (5,40645,&AUX2,MB_LONG)

In line 8 you will notice a second Modbus read command, which is very similar to the read 
command on line 7. However this time it is reading the same register from a different slave 
device (station address 5), and storing this result in &AUX2 register.

Finally, on the last line you will see an END statement which defines the end of the MODBUS_
MASTER_MACRO section.
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You’ll notice that this example doesn’t include a MAIN_MACRO or a RESET_MACRO, but of 
course in many cases it will do.

The MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO runs in the background at its own rate, which is quite separate 
to the MAIN_MACRO. In our example, if the Modbus read command successfully receives a 
reply from slave 4, it will then send the Modbus read command to slave 5. If it receives a reply 
from slave 5, the MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO will finish, and wait until the 1 second poll interval 
has elapsed before starting again from the beginning. If it doesn’t receive a reply from the 
slave 4, it will wait for the 2 seconds, and then try the next command (a read from slave 5).

NOTE

Only holding registers (of reference type 4x) and input registers (reference type    
3x) are supported.

Coil/Bit addresses (reference type 0x and 1x) are not supported in the MODBUS_
MASTER_MACRO at this time.

MODBUS MASTER WRITE (SIMPLE FORM)

The above macro only showed the simple Modbus read command, but now let’s add a write 
command and a few other features:

 MEM &BAUDRATE2=2    // 9600,8,N

MEM &SERIAL_MODE2=7   // Modbus RTU master mode

RESET_MACRO:

  #modbusError4=0

  #modbusError5=0

END

 MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO:

10 &POLL_TIME =100    // 1 Sec (1 COUNT = 10mS)

11 &RESPONSE_TIME=20    // 2 Sec (1 count = 0.1S)

12 MODBUS_WRITE 2 (5,&CH1,40315,MB_LONG)

13 IF (&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS AND 0x7F) != 0 THEN
14  #modbusError4=&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS AND 0x7F
15 ENDIF
16 MODBUS_READ 2 (4,addr(&CH1),&AUX1,MB_LONG)

 IF (&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS AND 0x7F) != 0 THEN
  #modbusError4=&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS AND 0x7F

 ENDIF
END
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The first two lines of this MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO (lines 10-11) look similar to our previous 
example, but after that we have a MODBUS_WRITE command:

12 MODBUS_WRITE 2 (5,&CH1,40315,MB_LONG)

This command has a similar format to the read command. The second parameter inside the 
curved braces is still the source register and the third parameter is still the destination register. 
However because this is a write command, the source register is now local to the Zen, and 
the destination register is in the slave device. So this write command in our example will write 
data from &CH1 in the master to the holding register 315 in the slave, which is a 32bit integer.

13 IF (&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS AND 0x7F) != 0 THEN
14  #modbusError4=&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS AND 0x7F
15 ENDIF

Following the write command, you will notice in lines 13-15 that we are testing the lowest 
7 bits of a register called &MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS to see if any bits are set to 1. This test 
checks to see if the previous command was successful, or if there were any errors in sending 
this command. 

The Modbus standard defines 8 different exception errors that can be sent by the slave device 
instead of a regular reply. These are stored in bits 0–3 of the MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS regis-
ter. In addition, three further errors which are detected by the master Zen are indicated in bits 
4–6. If no errors are detected by the master Zen, bit 7 is set:

MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS

bit 0 - bit 3 =  Exception errors (Modbus 
standard)

 1 = Illegal function
 2 = Illegal data address
 3 = Illegal data value
 4 = Slave device failure
 5 = Acknowledge
 6 = Slave device busy
 7 = Negative acknowledge
 8 = Memory parity error

bit 4 = Message timeout

bit 5 = CRC receive error

bit 6 = Data type error

bit 7 = Reception complete or waiting for a 
new command

If any of the lowest 7 bits of the &MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS are set, it copies the status into 
a variable called #modbusError4.  In real applications this may cause retries or may even be 
tested by a main macro to take some corrective action.

16 MODBUS_READ 2 (4,addr(&CH1),&AUX1,MB_LONG)
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The last Modbus command in this macro is a read command similar to our previous macro, ex-
cept this time you will notice that instead of specifying the source register address as 40645, 
now we have used addr(&CH1).

This is because for this example we have assumed that slave 4 is another Zen controller with 
identical register maps. This means that we don’t have to know the numeric register address. 
All we have to know is what register we want to read in the slave (in this case &CH1), and we 
can let the compiler insert the correct address value for us.

4.15 - Modbus Master Macro (Extended Form)

In the previous chapter we looked at the simple form of the Modbus master read/write com-
mands. The simple form is fine for accessing single 16 or 32bit parameters in slave devices, but 
it has the following limitations:

1. It cannot access larger blocks of registers.
2. It cannot use variables as command parameters.

Now we want to look at the extended form of Modbus master commands, which addresses 
the above limitations. Our first example shows a block read of 16 parameters from a slave 
device, which we will assume is another Zen controller:

 MEM &BAUDRATE2=2    // 9600,8,N

 MEM &SERIAL_MODE2=7   // Modbus RTU master mode

 RESET_MACRO:

 #modbusError=0

 END
 

 MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO:

 &POLL_TIME =100    // 1 Sec (1 COUNT = 10mS)

 &RESPONSE_TIME=20    // 1 Sec (1 count = 0.1S)

11 MODBUS_READ 2 (4,addr(&CH1),&AUX1, MB_LONG+MB_HOLD, 16)

 IF (&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS AND 0x7F) != 0 THEN
  #modbusError=&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS

 ENDIF  
 END

You will notice that the MODBUS_READ read command in line 11 has a similar format to our 
previous examples in 4.14 (Modbus Master Macro (Simple Form)), except that there is an ad-
ditional parameter, and now the fourth parameter has an additional +MB_HOLD.

The +MB_HOLD tells the compiler that the source register is a holding register, without having 
to add 40000 to the address as we did in the simple form. If the register is an input register, 
we can specify that by adding +MB_INPUT.
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NOTE

If you are entering the slave register as a number you must not add an offset of 
40000 or 30000 when using the extended command format.

The additional fifth parameter in the curved braces tells the compiler how many registers we 
want to read from the slave device. In our example this is 16, so it means the command will 
do a block read of &CH1 to &CH16 in the slave, and store the results from &AUX1 to &AUX16 
in the master. Notice that the fifth parameter refers to the number of registers (as defined by 
the fourth parameter).

In our case the fourth parameter specifies MB_LONG, so this command will read 16x 32bit 
registers (i.e. 64 bytes of data). If we wanted to do this with the simple form of the read 
command, we would have had to enter 16 separate read commands, so this is obviously much 
more efficient in terms of speed and macro space.

NOTE

Modbus frames are limited to a maximum size of 256 bytes so care must be taken 
with block reads/writes so as not to overrun the buffer).

The Modbus write command follows a similar format as shown below:

 MODBUS_WRITE 2 (4,&CH1,addr(&AUX1), MB_LONG+MB_HOLD, 16)

The starting source register is &CH1 and the starting destination register in the slave is &AUX1, 
so the above command will write 16 parameters from &CH1 to &CH16 on the master to &AUX1 
to &AUX16 on the slave device.

ADDING VARIABLES

Next we’ll look at adding variables to the command parameters instead of using constants. 
Adding variables makes the Modbus master commands much more powerful, and again saves 
macro space. In the example below we’ll assume that our Zen master needs to read the CH1 
parameter from 16 other Zen controllers, which are all slave devices:

 MEM &BAUDRATE2=2    // 9600,8,N

 MEM &SERIAL_MODE2=7   // Modbus RTU master mode

4 REG &modbusError=&USER_MEMORY_BYTE_1 
5 MEM &modbusError[]=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]

Macro continued on next page... 
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 RESET_MACRO:

 #slaveAddress=0

 END
 

 MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO:

 &POLL_TIME =100    // 1 Sec (1 COUNT = 10mS)

 &RESPONSE_TIME=20    // 1 Sec (1 count = 0.1S)

14 FOR #slaveAddress=1 TO 16 STEP 1
15  MODBUS_READ 2 (#slaveAddress,addr(&CH1),&AUX1[#slaveAddress], 

MB_LONG+MB_HOLD, 1)

  IF (&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS AND 0x7F) != 0 THEN
   &modbusError[#slaveAddress]=&MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS

  ENDIF
  NEXT #slaveAddress  
 END

You’ll notice in line 15 that the MODBUS_READ command now sits inside a FOR/NEXT loop, 
which increments the value of a variable called #slaveAddress every time it goes through 
the loop. Also note that we have used #slaveAddress as the first parameter in the com-
mand, instead of a constant slave address.

So this means that each time the macro goes through the FOR/NEXT loop, it will address the 
next slave device, until it has addressed all 16 slaves. 

We have also changed the test after the MODBUS_READ command, so that now any errors are 
stored in an array called &modbusError[#slaveAddress]. This array was defined in line 5 
as being 16 consecutive user memories from &USER_MEMORY_BYTE_1. This allows the status 
for each slave to be stored separately.

Also notice that the destination register is now &AUX1[#slaveAddress]. This means that 
the destination of each read command will now be part of an array which starts at &AUX1 
and is indexed by #slaveAddress. So after it has been through the loop 16, times &AUX1 to 
&AUX16 should hold the 16 CH1 values of each slave device.

To summarize, the extended Modbus master commands use the following format:

MODBUS_READ [serial port no] ([slave addr],[remote src 
register],[local dest register],[register type],[no 
of registers to be read])

MODBUS_WRITE [serial port no] ([slave addr],[local src 
register],[remote dest register],[register type],[no 
of registers to be written])
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Where:

[serial port no]
Serial port number that the Modbus master message will be transmitted on. Must be a 
number or a predefined constant from 1 to 3. (Note: Port 3 is used as a programming 
port and always defaults to Modbus Slave mode at power on).

[slave device addr]
Station address of the Modbus slave. Can either be a number from 0 to 247 or can also 
be a variable register which holds a number from 1 to 247.

[remote src register]
This can be a constant (i.e. number from 1 to 19999) or it can be a variable register which 
holds a number from 1 to 19999 or it can be an expression. 

[remote dest register]
This can be a constant (i.e. number from 1 to 19999) or it can be a variable register which 
holds a number from 1 to 19999 or it can be an expression.

[local src register]
This must be specified as a register, with or without array index.

[local dest register]
This must be specified as a register, with or without array index.

[register type]
This is similar to the simple example above but it must also have either +MB_HOLD or 
+MB_INPUT added to the end to specify whether the register is a holding register or an 
input register. So a typical example would be MB_LONG+MB_HOLD. The extended com-
mand also includes the new register type of MB_STRING which allows the reading and 
writing to text string registers via the Modbus master mode. (See register type options 
on p61.)

[no of registers to be read/written]
This field is mandatory for the extended Modbus master command and must be a con-
stant greater than zero. The following range is allowed for different commands with 
different register types. (See note below regarding use of this field for with the register 
type MB_STRING).

Text Strings In Modbus Master Mode

The simple form of the Modbus master command did not allow text strings to be accessed 
via the Modbus master command, but the extended command does. To read or write to a 
text string register, the register type should be specified as MB_STRING. In this mode, the 
field [number of registers to be read/written] is interpreted as [number of 
characters to be read/written], and anywhere from 1 to 250 characters can be read 
or written. Only one text string register can be read with each command - reading of succes-
sive text registers is supported.
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NOTE

If [number of characters to be read/written] is set to a value which 
is greater than the actual size of the text string in the remote register, the excess 
characters are padded out with ASCII nulls (0x00).

Although this condition is acceptable, it is not very efficient, as it extends the 
length of the string by adding unnecessary bytes. For this reason the [number of 
characters to be read/written] should match the size of the remote text 
register.

All text strings in the Zen controller require null terminated strings, so an ASCII null 
character (0x00) must be added after the last relevant character.

4.16 - MQTT Client Mode

Later versions of Zen IoT controllers (F/W V0.09.16+) include a V3.1.1 compliant MQTT client 
mode. This mode is similar to the Modbus master mode, in that it requires macro code to 
invoke the built-in MQTT firmware driver.

The MQTT mode is only available on port 1. In the Zen IoT controller port 1 can be RS232/
RS485 port for connection to a modem, or it may be driving an internal Ethernet or WiFi 
adapter.

MQTT CONFIGURATION

The MQTT client mode uses various constant definitions and dedicated registers to enable 
it to operate. The following macro shows the include file MQTT Includes.bas, which contains 
MQTT definitions.

If you intend to use the MQTT mode then your Zen controller should have the appropriate 
base macro loaded, which already includes this file, but we will discuss it here because you will 
need to reference these definitions in your macro.

//=================================================================

//                MQTT Include Macro for Zen/ZenMini

//

//  This macro was created as an include file for use with 

//  MQTT macro's on the Zen/ZenMini controllers.

//

// Definitions for &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL register

//==========================================

//  This value is the most significant nibble in the first byte of

//  every MQTT packet.

Macro continued on next page...
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11 CONST connect=0x10
CONST publish=0x30
CONST pubAck=0x40
CONST subscribe=0x80
CONST unsubscribe=0xA0
CONST ping=0xC0
CONST disconnect=0xE0

// Definitions for PUBLISH packet

//====================================

// These flags are sent as the part of the least significant nibble 

// of the MQTT control packet type when sending a publish packet. 

23 CONST retain=0x01  // instructs the server to retain data between 

      // sessions

CONST qos0=0x00  // quality of service 0, no acknowledgement

      // from broker

CONST qos1=0x02  // quality of service 1, message will be

      // received 1 time or more

CONST qos2=0x04  // quality of service 2, message will always

      // be received once only

CONST duplicate=0x08 // specifies this is a duplicate packet

// Print Destinations

//=====================

35 CONST pubVarHdr=0x30
CONST pubTopic=0x34
CONST subQos0=0x80
CONST subQos1=0x84
CONST subQos2=0x88
CONST unsub=0xA0

//=================================================================

// Connection Requirements

//

// The MQTT connect packet contains the following parts:

// Protocol Name & level – (set by firmware to MQTT V3.1.1)

// Connect Flags (specifying what type of parameters are included 

// in the frame)

// Keep Alive time

// Client ID

Macro continued on next page...
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// Will Topic

// Will message

// Username

// Password

//

// Before attempting to connect to a message broker you first need 

// to setup the MQTT connection flags that will be used to determine  

// what sort of connection you require.

// 

// The flags are as follows:

//

// bit 0 = reserved

63 CONST cleanSession=0x02    // bit 1 = Clean Session

CONST willFlag=0x04     // bit 2 = Will flag

// bit 3-4 = Quality of Service

CONST willQos0=0x00     // QoS0 = 00

CONST willQos1=0x08     // QoS1 = 01

CONST willQos2=0x10     // QoS2 = 10

CONST willRetain=0x20     // bit 5 = Will Retain flag

CONST enablePassword=0x40   // bit 6 = Password flag

CONST enableUsername=0x80   // bit 7 = Username flag

The first register to look at in the above file is the &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL register (begins 
line 11). This register determines what type of MQTT packet will be sent by setting the most 
significant nibble of the first byte in an MQTT packet (which the MQTT spec refers to as the 
MQTT Control Packet Type). 

The next group of definitions (beginning line 23) describe the flags for the lowest nibble of 
the MQTT Control Packet Type when sending a Publish packet. (For all other MQTT packets 
the lowest 4 bits of the MQTT Control Packet Type are preset by firmware.)

The next group (beginning line 35) defines print destinations used with various types of 
MQTT packets. These definitions are inserted instead of the port number in a print command 
and allow you to control what part of the packet specific text will be used in. For example, a 
publish packet has a variable header which specifies which topic you are publishing to, and a 
payload which contains the topic text. (We’ll explain this in more detail later.)

Finally you’ll see definitions used in a Connect packet (beginning line 63). The connect packet 
is very important, as it is always the first packet sent to a broker when an MQTT session is 
started. It defines what type of session it will be, what version of MQTT is being used, a client 
identifier and also user options such as Will Message, Keep Alive Time, Username and Pass-
word. The Zen controller stores these options in a register called &MQTT_CONNECT_FLAGS. 
Normally this only has to be set up once to define a session.
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MQTT CONNECT PACKET

If you intend using the MQTT mode in your Zen IoT controller then it must have the appropri-
ate base macro installed. You can check this by connecting to the controller with the Define 
WorkBench application and checking the Plugins tab. (Download it from defineinstruments.
com/workbench).

The base macro will allow you to establish a TCP or TLS connection to an MQTT broker, so 
for now we will assume that a secure TCP connection has already been established with an 
MQTT broker.

Now we’ll have a look at sending a MQTT Connect packet. In reality the pre-installed base 
macro will do this for you, so you don’t have to worry about writing this code. But you do 
need to know how it works so that you can configure it correctly. We’ll also assume that the 
broker requires a username and a password for this connection, and we’ll include a will mes-
sage. Here is the macro:

1 INCLUDE "MQTT includes.bas"

//  Enable username and password and clean session.

MEM &MQTT_CONNECT_FLAGS=enableUsername+enablePassword+\
cleanSession+willFlag+willQos0

// If you enable the will flag, password flag or username flag above, 

// then whatever is enabled will be printed from a text register.

// So we first need to define which text registers we want to use, 

// and then set them up with the correct credentials.

//  

12 REG &clientId = &USER_TEXT1   // use 30 char string for this

13 MEM &clientId="1234-5678-ABCD"

15 REG &username= &USER_TEXT2   // use 30 char string for this

16 MEM &username="myUsername"

18 REG &password=&PASSWORD1    // use 80 char read protected

          // string for this

20 MEM &password="myPassword"

22 REG &willTopic=&USER_LONG_TEXT1  // use 80 char string for this

23 MEM &willTopic="xi/blue/v1/myOrg/d/myWill"

25 REG &willMessage=&USER_LONG_TEXT2 // use 80 char string for this

Macro continued on next page...

http://defineinstruments.com/workbench
http://defineinstruments.com/workbench
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26 MEM &willMessage="Device connection lost!"

// Note: Client ID, Will Topic, Will Message, Username and Password 

// all come from the user defined text registers above, so now we

// must set up the appropriate source registers for each of these,

// so that they point to the registers we have chosen. See below.

33 MEM &MQTT_CLIENT_ID_SOURCE=addr(&clientId) 
34 MEM &MQTT_WILL_TOPIC_SOURCE=addr(&willTopic) 
35 MEM &MQTT_WILL_MESSAGE_SOURCE=addr(&willMessage)
36 MEM &MQTT_USERNAME_SOURCE=addr(&username)
37 MEM &MQTT_PASSWORD_SOURCE=addr(&password) 

// The connect packet also specifies the keep alive time in seconds. 

// If the server does not receive a control packet from the client

// within this time, it will close the connection. You should 

// either publish data within this time frame, or send a PING 

// request within this time frame. The keep alive value is a non-

// volatile register so it can be set up with a MEM statement as

// below, or directly from the macro.

47 MEM &MQTT_KEEP_ALIVE=60*10   // 10 minutes

REG &stateTimer=&TIMER1 
CONST idle=0
CONST waitingForConnectOk=1

RESET_MACRO:

53 &STATE=0   

END

//=================================================================

MAIN_MACRO:

SELECT &STATE
59  CASE idle:

  IF |MQTT_CONNECT_OK=false THEN
   &stateTimer=0

   &SERIAL_MODE1=12     // set MQTT mode

   PRINT 1 ""       // flush buffer

   &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL =connect // send connect packet

   &STATE=waitingForConnectOk

  ENDIF

Macro continued on next page...
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67  CASE waitingForConnectOk:
  IF |MQTT_CONNECT_OK =true THEN
   &STATE=idle

  ELSIF &stateTimer > 50 THEN
   &STATE=idle

  ENDIF
ENDSEL
END

Line 1 of the macro includes the file MQTT Includes.bas, as mentioned earlier. Then the 
&MQTT_CONNECT_FLAGS register is set up to enable Username, Password, Clean Session and 
Will Flag. Setting the Username, Password, and Will Flags means that the Connect packet will 
include a username, a password, a will topic and will message (note: client ID is always sent).

Each of these need to be stored in text string registers, but you can decide which registers you 
want to use for each string. In the example above we have used:

 › 30 character non-volatile user text registers for client ID (line 12) and username (line 15)

 › An 80 character non-volatile user text register for the will topic (line 22) and the will 
message (line 25)

 › One of the 8 read-protected 80 character non-volatile password registers for the 
password (line 18). (These registers can only be read by the macro and are erased when 
the macro is erased or updated.)

After you have chosen which registers you want to use for the above, you then need to set 
them up with the correct credentials, topics and messages that you require. In this example 
we have used a MEM statement to do this during download (see lines 13, 16, 20, 23 and 26), 
but they could be set up to different strings by the macro, if you are connecting to various 
brokers.

Setting the will flag means that if the connection with the broker is lost, or the broker does 
not receive any communication within the prescribed time (see Keep Alive Time below), the 
broker must send the specified will message to the specified topic. If the client closes the con-
nection with the Disconnect packet, the will message is not sent. You’ll see that we have sent 
the will message as QoS0 (quality of service 0), meaning that any clients subscribed to the will 
topic do not have to acknowledge receipt of the message.

Setting the clean session flag tells the broker that this is a new session and any unacknowl-
edged messages or subscriptions from this client should be discarded. If the clean session flag 
is set to zero, then the broker will resume the connection as part of a previous connection 
session and retain previous topic subscriptions etc. 

After choosing which text registers we want to use and setting them up, we now have to 
configure the MQTT client to use these registers.
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This is done in lines 33-37, as below:

33 MEM &MQTT_CLIENT_ID_SOURCE=addr(&clientId) 
34 MEM &MQTT_WILL_TOPIC_SOURCE=addr(&willTopic) 
35 MEM &MQTT_WILL_MESSAGE_SOURCE=addr(&willMessage)
36 MEM &MQTT_USERNAME_SOURCE=addr(&username)
37 MEM &MQTT_PASSWORD_SOURCE=addr(&password) 

If you are not using some parameters in the Connect packet, you can just make them equal to 
0. So if we didn’t require a will message, it would look like this:

MEM &MQTT_CONNECT_FLAGS=enableUsername+enablePassword+cleanSession
 

MEM &MQTT_CLIENT_ID_SOURCE=addr(&clientId) 
MEM &MQTT_WILL_TOPIC_SOURCE=0 
MEM &MQTT_WILL_MESSAGE_SOURCE=0
MEM &MQTT_USERNAME_SOURCE=addr(&username)
MEM &MQTT_PASSWORD_SOURCE=addr(&password) 

Each Connect packet also includes a Keep Alive Time. If the client does not send any communi-
cations to the broker within this time period, the broker will close the connection. If the client 
has no data to publish during this time it can send a Ping packet.

The Zen controller has a register called &MQTT_KEEP_ALIVE which is used to hold the keep 
alive time in seconds, and we have set this to 10 minutes in the above example (line 47). Note 
that you may need to check if your broker imposes any maximum time limits on this.

Looking at the main macro now, you’ll see it’s pretty simple. We have used a SELECT state-
ment and defined 2 states: idle (line 59) and waitingForConnectOk (line 67):

RESET_MACRO:

53 &STATE=0   

END

//=================================================================

MAIN_MACRO:

SELECT &STATE
59  CASE idle:

  IF |MQTT_CONNECT_OK=false THEN
   &stateTimer=0

   &SERIAL_MODE1=12     // set MQTT mode

Macro continued on next page...
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63    PRINT 1 ""       // flush buffer

64    &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL =connect // send connect packet

65    &STATE=waitingForConnectOk

  ENDIF
67  CASE waitingForConnectOk:

  IF |MQTT_CONNECT_OK =true THEN
   &STATE=idle

  ELSIF &stateTimer > 50 THEN
   &STATE=idle

  ENDIF
ENDSEL
END

At power on, the RESET_MACRO sets the idle state (line 53), and in this state the flag |MQTT_
CONNECT_OK is tested. This flag is set by the Zen firmware when an MQTT Connect packet 
has been acknowledged by the broker, and cleared when a Disconnect packet is sent to the 
broker. If |MQTT_CONNECT_OK is true, it stays in the idle state.

If |MQTT_CONNECT_OK is false, it then tries to start a connection. It first clears a timer to 
keep track of how long it should wait for a response from the broker. It then sets the serial 
port mode for port 1 to MQTT client mode and it flushes the serial buffer with the PRINT 
1 "" (line 63). Then all it needs to do to start the connection is &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL 
=connect (line 64).

The firmware handles any writes to the &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL register and checks if it 
needs to action anything. In this case it sends the Connect packet with the credentials we 
have setup previously. We then change the state to waitingForConnectOk (line 65). In 
the waitingForConnectOk state, the macro keeps checking the |MQTT_CONNECT_OK flag 
until it’s true, and then goes back to the idle state. If |MQTT_CONNECT_OK is still false after 
5 seconds, it goes back to idle and will try to connect again.

The |MQTT_CONNECT_OK flag is part of the &MQTT_STATUS_FLAGS register, which contains 
the following flags. These can all be tested or modified by the macro:

MQTT_CONNECT_OK
This bit is shows that an MQTT connection with a broker is currently active.

MQTT_PUBLISH_OK
This bit is shows that the previous publish command was sent ok. If QoS >=1, then this bit 
shows that all the required acknowledgments were received ok.

MQTT_SUBSCRIBE_OK
This bit is shows that the previous subscribe command was sent ok. If QoS >=1, then this 
bit shows that all the required acknowledgments were received ok, and there were no 
subscription errors in the server's response.
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MQTT_SUBSCRIBE_ERROR
This bit is shows that the response to the previous subscribe command failed and came 
back with subscribe errors in the response.

MQTT_UNSUBSCRIBE_OK
This bit shows that the previous unsubscribe command was sent ok. If QoS >=1, then this 
bit shows that all the required acknowledgments were received ok and there were no 
subscription errors in the server's response.

MQTT_PING_OK
This bit is shows that the previous ping command was acknowledged successfully.

MQTT_PACKET_ERROR
This bit specifies that the length of a received MQTT packet does not match the length  
of bytes contained in the packet.

NOTE

As mentioned earlier, connecting to an MQTT broker is handled by the preloaded 
plugin, so the MAIN_MACRO section in the above example is intended for 
reference only.

PUBLISH PACKET

Now it’s time to publish some data to a topic. Let’s see how we do this.

The example macro shown on the following page assumes that the appropriate base plugin 
has been installed, and that we currently have an active session running with an MQTT broker. 
This macro references various definitions from the base macro, so we need to include a setup 
file for the appropriate base macro version.

For this example we will also assume that we are using the Telit external modem plugin, so 
you’ll see an include statement on line 1.

1 INCLUDE "ZM Telit Boot Loader.inc.bas"

CONST waitingForPublishOk=100 // Base plugin uses &MODEM_STATEs  

         // lower than 100, so any additional 

         // states you define must be >=100.

//=================================================================

MAIN_MACRO:

9 SELECT &MODEM_STATE  // check what state the base macro is in

10  CASE CHECK_STATUS: // if everything is ok it should be in

       // CHECK_STATUS

Macro continued on next page...
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  IF |MQTT_CONNECT_OK=true THEN   // always wait for an MQTT
           // connection

   IF &stateTimer > 300 THEN // publish data every 30sec

    &stateTimer=0

    GOSUB sendData
    &MODEM_STATE=waitingForPublishOk

   ENDIF
  ENDIF

21  CASE waitingForPublishOk:
  IF |MQTT_PUBLISH_OK =true THEN // wait for |MQTT_PUBLISH_OK

   &stateTimer=0     // if true then clear state

           // timer and

   &MODEM_STATE=CHECK_STATUS // go back to CHECK_STATUS

  ELSIF &stateTimer > 50 THEN  // else wait for 5 seconds

   &MODEM_STATE=CHECK_STATUS // then give up and try 

           // again after 30 seconds

  ENDIF
ENDSEL         
END

//=================================================================

// Send Data Subroutine

35 sendData:

// Before we start to publish any data we first need to set up DUP,  

// QoS, and RETAIN flags.

39 &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL =qos1    // just use QoS1

// The variable header for the publish command includes the topic 

// name and the packet ID. The topic name needs to be printed in 

// one single print line with the print destination set to 

// "pubVarHdr". It can be a preset text string as shown below, or a 

// text string register, or a combination of both, but it must all

// be contained in a single "print pubVarHdr" command. The packet

// ID is added automatically by firmware at the end of the print.

49 PRINT pubVarHdr "xi/blue/v1/myOrg/d/sensorData"

Macro continued on next page...
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// Next the topic payload can be printed by using the print 

// destination "print pubTopic" as shown below. This can be printed 

// using multiple print commands. The only limitation is that the 

// final MQTT packet size must not be greater than 511 bytes.  

56 PRINT pubTopic "{"+chr(34)+"e"+chr(34)+":["
57 PRINT pubTopic "{"+chr(34)+"n"+chr(34)+":"+chr(34)+\

&CHANNEL1_TEXT+chr(34)+","

59 PRINT pubTopic chr(34)+"u"+chr(34)+":"+chr(34)+&UNITS_TEXT_CH1+\
chr(34)+","

61 PRINT pubTopic chr(34)+"v"+chr(34)+":"+&CH1_FLOAT+"}"
62 PRINT pubTopic "]}"

// Finally to send the publish packet we write to the 

// &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL with the publish value and any other flags

// (only QoS1 in this case)  

68 &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL =publish+qos1 

return

You will see that the main macro uses SELECT/CASE statements (lines 9–10 and 21) to test a 
variable called &MODEM_STATE. This variable is set up in the base plugin, and shows/controls 
what is happening to the modem. It always returns to the CHECK_STATUS state when it has 
set up connections etc, and everything is ok.

When it’s in this state, we first check to see that we have a current MQTT connection by testing 
the |MQTT_CONNECT_OK flag. If the MQTT connection is good, we look at &stateTimer 
(which has also been defined in the base plugin) and wait for 30 seconds to elapse before we 
try to publish some data.

In the example above we have created a subroutine called sendData (line 35) to actually 
publish the data. We always start by loading &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL  (line 39) with any 
flags we require (i.e. DUP, QoS, and RETAIN). For this example we will only use QoS1 which 
expects the broker to acknowledge that it has received the Publish packet.

Next we need to set the variable header in the Publish packet which contains the topic id 
that we want to publish to. We do this by using the PRINT command with the print desti-
nation set to pubVarHdr (line 49). The print data can contain a predefined text string as 
shown here, or it can include text string registers, but all of the text must be sent in a single 
PRINT pubVarHdr command. You can only have one of these per Publish packet.

Next we build the actual data (i.e. the payload) that we want to publish. We do this by us-
ing one or more PRINT commands with the print destination set to pubTopic. Unlike the 
PRINT pubVarHdr command, here we can use multiple PRINT pubTopic commands 
(lines 56–62) to send our data.
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Again our data can be a mixture of fixed text and numeric or string registers.

MQTT does not define any standards for the content and format of the payload data and this 
will depend on your application. In many cases JSON script is used, as it is easily understood 
and very flexible. In this example we have used JSON, which adheres to the SENML specifica-
tion, but you could use whatever format you wish. 

After specifying the full payload with the PRINT pubTopic commands, we can finally send 
the Publish packet by doing this:

68 &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL =publish+qos1

Remember to include any flags you used at the beginning of the subroutine here as well. 

Once printed the payload used here would be {"e":[{"n":"Ch_1","u":"degF",
"v":0}]} which translates in JSON to:

{

 "e": [

  {

   "n": "Ch_1",

   "u": "degF",

   "v": 75.2

  }

 ]

}

For more info on SENML format see
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-jennings-senml-07

After sending the Publish packet with a QoS >1, we always need to check the 
|MQTT_PUBLISH_OK flag which is set by firmware when the broker acknowledges the pack-
et. In our example macro we wait for an acknowledgement for up to 5 seconds, and if we 
don’t get one we go back to CHECK_STATUS and try again.

(When using QoS0 there is no acknowledgement, so you can ignore the 
|MQTT_PUBLISH_OK flag.)

https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-jennings-senml-07
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OTHER PACKETS

Next we’ll just look briefly at other types of MQTT packets you can send. We’ll start with the 
Subscribe packet. A client will send this packet to tell the broker that it wants to subscribe to 
a topic and receive any changes that apply to that topic. The macro below assumes the same 
conditions as our previous macro and we have only shown the Subscribe subroutine.

subscribeToTopic:

// When subscribing to a topic you must specify the QoS you require  

// by printing to one of the following print destinations: subQos0,  

// subQos1 or subQos2. 

PRINT subQos0 &topic1 
    

// You can subscribe to multiple topics in the same packet provided  

// the total length of the packet does not exceed 511 bytes. To 

// subscribe to a second topic in the same packet add another topic

// as shown below.

PRINT subQos1 &topic2 
    

// The topic can be contained in a text string register as above or 

// it can be a combination of fixed text and text string registers

// as shown below.

PRINT subQos2 "xi/blue/v1/"+&appId+"/d/"+&KEY+"/alarms" 

// Load &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL with "subscribe" to send the packet

// to the server.

&MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL =subscribe   

return

As you can see, sending a Subscribe packet is similar to the Publish packet, but this time we 
don’t have to send the variable header, just the subscribe topics. You can send more than 1 
subscribe topic in a Subscribe packet, provided the total length of the packet does not exceed 
511 bytes.

After sending a Subscribe packet, the broker will always send back an acknowledgement, so 
you should always add a test state afterwards in which you check the |MQTT_SUBSCRIBE_
OK flag (similar to what we did previously with the |MQTT_PUBLISH_OK flag). If you don’t 
get a |MQTT_SUBSCRIBE_OK flag, you should then check the |MQTT_SUBSCRIBE_ERROR 
flag. It may be that the topic does not exist.

If you use the command PRINT subQos1, this means that if the broker can, it will use QoS1 
packets when publishing new data to you on your requested topic.
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To unsubscribe from a topic, the procedure is similar to the Subscribe macro shown above. The 
macro subroutine below shows how to Unsubscribe from a topic:

unsubscribeFromTopic:

//=================================================================

// To unsubscribe from a topic you just print to "unsub" and 

// specify the topic name you want to unsubscribe from as shown

// below.

PRINT unsub &topic1 
    

// You can unsubscribe from multiple topics at the same time 

// provided the total length of the packet does not exceed 511 

// bytes. To unsubscribe from a second topic in the same packet add

// another command as shown below.

PRINT unsub &topic2 

// The unsubscribe topic can be contained in a text string register 

// as above or it can be combination of fixed text and text string

// registers as below.

PRINT unsub "xi/blue/v1/"+&appId+"/d/"+&KEY+"/alarms"
//=================================================================

// Load &MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL with "subscribe" to send the packet to 

// the server.

&MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL =unsubscribe   

return

After sending an Unsubscribe packet the broker will always send back an acknowl-
edgement, so you should always add a test state afterwards in which you check the 
|MQTT_UNSUBSCRIBE_OK flag.

As mentioned earlier, you must send some form of data to the broker within the Keep Alive 
Time period to prevent the broker from closing the connection. If you don’t have any data to 
send, you can send a Ping packet for the purpose of checking the connection and keeping it 
open. To send a Ping packet, just do this:

&MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL =ping

After sending a Ping, the broker will always respond with an acknowledgement, so you should 
check the |MQTT_PING_OK flag after sending a Ping packet.
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The last packet you can send is a Disconnect packet, which can be sent like this:

&MQTT_PACKET_CONTROL =disconnect

After sending a Disconnect packet the broker will immediately close the connection, so you 
will not get any acknowledgement back from the broker.

4.17 - Data Logging

The data logging function of the Zen series is usually triggered by the logging interval timer, 
or a special event like a digital status input or a setpoint status change. This function is built 
into the operating system and is easy to set up with Define WorkBench.

However, if you want to trigger a log sample only when several conditions are met, it is often 
easier to do this with a macro:

MEM &CODE8 = 0150    // enable data logging

CONST LOG_TIMEOUT = 10  // every 1.0 sec

MAIN_MACRO:

5 IF |SP1 = on AND |SP2 = on THEN
6  IF &TIMER1 > LOG_TIMEOUT THEN

  &TIMER1 = 0   // reset timer

8   FORCE_LOG    // triggers a log sample

 ENDIF
ELSE
 // Set the timer to timeout value to trigger the first sample
 // as soon as both setpoints come on

13  &TIMER1 = LOG_TIMEOUT

ENDIF
END

When Setpoint 1 and 2 are on (line 5), a log sample is taken every second (line 6). To make 
sure that we get a sample right after both setpoints turn on, the timer is kept at the timeout 
value (line 13).

The FORCE_LOG command in line 8 causes the Zen to take a log sample. This sample uses the 
standard data logging setup, only in this case the trigger is the macro.
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A APPENDIX A

A.1 - Predefined Macro Names

The macro name or label may only be declared once in each macro. All macro names must be 
followed by a colon, and each macro name requires an END command. The compiler provides 
the following predefined macro names:

MAIN_MACRO: Macro code placed in this section is executed at the currently 
selected update rate (normally once every 0.1 seconds). It is ex-
ecuted after all the input channels have been processed but be-
fore the setpoint logic and display are updated. This is probably 
the most widely used macro and would normally be used for any 
math or other logic that needs to be applied to input data etc.

RESET_MACRO: Macro code placed in this section is executed once initially after 
power has been applied to the Zen controller. Its intended use is 
to initialize any variables before any other macros are run.

MODBUS_MASTER_MACRO: Macro code placed in this section is executed at the rate speci-
fied by the value of the &POLL_TIME register (with a resolution 
of 0.01 secs). All Modbus commands must be invoked within 
this section as they usually take longer than one macro cycle. 
If a Modbus command is issued within this section the macro 
waits in the background for the response. See 4.14–4.15 for more 
information.

NOTE

Predefined macro names, labels, commands and reserved words can be all upper 
case, or all lower case. For example, MAIN_MACRO: and main_macro: are both 
acceptable, but Main_Macro: is not.

A.2 - CodeLab Commands

Define CodeLab has a list of pre-defined commands that the compiler interprets as a request 
to perform a specific programming task. The default color for commands is blue, but again 
can be any color you wish. The compiler provides the following pre-defined basic commands.

Commands are case sensitive as they can be either upper or lower case, but not mixed. Select-
ing a basic command from the source code editor (opened by right-clicking) automatically 
inserts the basic command in upper case.
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TIP

To prevent typing errors affecting your macro, it is always good practice to use 
the Templates list to insert a command, as shown below.

A Position the cursor where you want the 
command to appear.

B Right-click. A selection of command tem-
plates appear.

C Left-click the command you require. The 
editor inserts the framework of the se-
lected command (IF ELSE ENDIF in this 
case).

IF ENDIF Inserts an IF THEN instruction followed by an ENDIF 
instruction. For full details, see 2.2.

IF ELSE ENDIF Inserts an IF THEN instruction, followed by an ELSE 
instruction, followed by an ENDIF instruction. For full details, 
see 2.3.

IF ELSIF ENDIF Inserts an IF THEN instruction, followed by an ELSIF 
instruction, followed by an ELSE instruction, followed by an 
ENDIF instruction. For full details, see 2.4.

SELECT Inserts a SELECT instruction, followed by two CASE : 
statements, followed by an ENDSEL instruction. For full details, 
see 3.3.

SELECT DEFAULT Inserts a SELECT instruction, followed by two CASE : 
statements, followed by a DEFAULT instruction, followed by 
an ENDSEL instruction. For full details, see 3.3.

FOR NEXT Inserts a FOR = TO instruction, followed by an empty line to 
insert a block of instructions and then a NEXT instruction to 
complete the loop. For full details, see 3.6.

FOR STEP Inserts a FOR = TO STEP instruction, followed by an 
empty line to insert a block of instructions and then a NEXT 
instruction to complete the loop. For full details, see 3.6.

REPEAT Inserts a REPEAT instruction, followed by an empty line to 
insert a block of instructions and then an UNTIL instruction to 
complete the loop. For full details, see 3.5.
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A.3 - Reserved Words

Reserved words appear in bold blue and cannot be used for variable names or constants. The 
compiler provides the following reserved words:

Command More Info

ABS() 4.2

ADDR() 3.10

AND 2.7, 4.3

APPEND 2.4, 4.1

ARCCOS 4.2

ARCSIN 4.2

ARCTAN 4.2

BELL A.8

BIT 3.2

BITREG 3.9

BS A.8

CASE 3.3

CHR() 3.10

COS 4.2

COSH 4.2

CONST 2.11

CR A.8

DEFAULT 3.3

DIM 3.8

ELSE 2.2

ELSIF 2.4

END 2.1

ENDIF 2.2

ESC A.8

ENDSEL 3.3

FALSE A.4

Command More Info

FF A.8

FLOAT() 4.9

FOR 3.6

FORCE_LOG 4.17

GOSUB 3.4

GOTO 4.13

HEX() 4.9

IF 2.2, 3.7

INCLUDE 4.11

INTEGER() 4.9

LET

LF A.8

LN 4.2

LOG 4.2

MEM 3.11

MODBUS_READ() 4.12

MODBUS_
WRITE() 4.12

NEXT 3.6

NORMAL A.4

NUL A.8

NULL A.8

OFF A.4

ON A.4

OR 2.7, 4.3

PRINT 4.5, 4.10

Command More Info

REG 3.2

REM 2.1

REPEAT 3.5

RETURN 3.4

SCALE 4.4

SELECT 3.3

SERIAL_INPUT 4.6

SERIAL_
POINTER 4.9

SET

SIN 4.2

SINH 4.2

SQR 4.2

STEP 3.6

TAB A.8

TAN 4.2

TANH 4.2

THEN 2.2

TO 3.6

TRUE A.4

UNTIL 3.5

VTAB A.8

WRITE 4.1, 4.10

XOR 4.3
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A.4 - Predefined Values

The compiler provides the following pre-
defined values. These are one bit wide pre-
defined bit flags. For an explanation on the 
function of the predefined bit flags, see 2.5 
(Registers and Bit Flags).

NORMAL

OFF, FALSE

ON, TRUE

A.5 - Operators with IF THEN Instruction

Following is a list of operators that can be 
used with the IF THEN instruction:

= If equal to

< If less than

> If greater than

>= If greater than or equal to

<= If less than or equal to

<>  or  != If not equal to

A.6 - Math Operators

Simple Math Operators

You can use any of the following simple 
math operators in your macro. All of these 
operators require two operands:

+ Addition

- Subtraction

* Multiplication

/ Division

() Parentheses

^ Power of

Higher Math Operators

Unlike the simple operators, these higher math operators only require one operand. The fol-
lowing list shows the higher math operators available and the allowable input range:

SQR Square root (positive 
number)

ABS() Absolute (positive) 
value of expression in 
parentheses

LN Natural log (base e)

LOG Common log (base 10)

SIN Sine (-65535 to +65535)

COS Cosine (-65535 to +65535)

TAN Tangent (-65535 to 
+65535)
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SINH Hyperbolic sine (-65535 to 
+65535)

COSH Hyperbolic cosine*

TANH Hyperbolic tangent*

ARCSIN Arc sine (-1 to +1)

ARCCOS Arc cosine (-1 to +1)

ARCTAN Arc tangent*

* These functions accept a value in the range of ±1.175494E - 38 to ±3.402823E38.

A.7 - Simple Logic Operators

CodeLab includes the following simple logic 
operators. All of these operators require two 
operands:

AND Logical And

OR Logical Or

XOR Logical Exclusive Or

A.8 - ASCII Characters

CodeLab uses the following special ASCII characters:

CR Carriage return

LF Line feed

BS Back step

NUL (or NULL) Null character

ESC Escape character

TAB Tab character

FF Form feed

VTAB Vertical tab

BELL Bell character

A.9 - Register Type Flags for Modbus commands

The Modbus commands INTEGER(), FLOAT(), and HEX() have an optional fourth param-
eter to explicitly specify the register type. The following list shows the possible values for this 
parameter:

8 bit MB_BYTE

16 bit MB_SHORT

24 bit MB_24, MB_24_SWAPPED

32 bit MB_LONG, MB_LONG_SWAPPED, MB_FLOAT, MB_FLOAT_SWAPPED
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A.10 - Modbus Error Flags

The register &MODBUS_MASTER_FLAGS contains the standard Modbus exception codes as 
well as transmission errors detected by the master meter:

bit 0 – bit 3 Exception errors (Modbus standard)
1 = illegal function
2 = illegal data address
3 = illegal data value
4 = slave device failure

5 = acknowledge
6 = slave device busy
7 = negative acknowledge
8 = memory parity error

bit 4 Message timeout

bit 5 CRC receive error

bit 6 Data type error

bit 7 Reception complete or waiting for a new command

A.11 - Glossary of Terms

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange. A standard 
that identifies the letters of the alphabet, numbers, and various 
symbols by code numbers for exchanging data between different 
computer systems.

Command A predefined word or group of words that the compiler interprets 
as a request to perform a specific programming task.

Compile To take a sequence of commands, written in a higher level lan-
guage (such as BASIC), and translate these into an intermediate 
language (such as macro code), that can be run directly in a spe-
cific target system (such as the meter).

Editor A software program that allows the user to create and edit a text 
file.

Instruction A pre-defined word or group of words that the compiler inter-
prets as a request to perform a specific programming task.

Macro Engine The fixed software inside the meter that is responsible for inter-
preting and executing the macro code.

Nonvolatile Memory Used for permanent data storage. Data is retained when the de-
vice is turned off.

Operand A quantity, function, or other entity that is to have a mathemati-
cal operation performed on it.
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Operating System Preprogrammed code inside the meter that controls the access to 
all meter functions and macro engine.

Operators A mathematical symbol, term, or other entity that performs or 
describes an operation. (Multiplication and subtraction signs are 
operators.)

RAM Random Access Memory. Used for temporary data storage. All 
data is lost when the device is turned off.

Source Code A text file that contains commands and comments, which can be 
compiled into a working program to run in a target device.

Text String A sequence of alphanumeric characters, enclosed in quotation 
(" ") marks, that forms a word or sentence to be displayed or 
printed.

Variable A user defined symbol that represents an unspecified or unknown 
quantity.
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